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RF -FIELD INVESTIGATIONS ON THE 1/10-SCALE MARK I CAVITY 
j 

Mitchell Dazey" Dale Niela:en" Raymond Robertson and Duane Sewell 

Radiation Laboratory fJ Dapartrnerit ··of Physics 
University of Californiag Berkeley# California 

March 13 8 1951 

I INTRODUCTION 

Early in the design of Mark I it was decided to check as many of the 

rr characteristics as possible by measur~ents on a model of the machine., 

Hence, a 1/10-scale model of the liner and drift tube assembly was built., 

The following investigations were carried out on the cavity: 

Ao. Magnetic Field Distributions 

From the distributions.were derived: 

A., Losses, 

B., Shunt impedance, Z
8 

c., Q. 

Do other miscellaneous items 

B., Drift Tube Stem Data 

Ao Determination of optimum position 

Bo Perturbation data 

C., Bypass __ capacitor r~qui rements; 

C., Drift Tube Perturbation Data 

Do Measured Q 

These investigations were carried out by a group already in existence and 

working on similar measurements for various experimental half-cells., This 

group included" in addition to the authors, the fallowing personnelg Ralph 
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Dufourn Fxoank Grobelch 9 Max Harris 9 William Lawton
9 

Craig Nunan
9 

and John 

Waddell., 

Much of the experience accumulated was directly applicable to the 1/10= 

scale measuranentsj) and is included as a part of this repe~rt., All results 

tha-t;" are given in this weport :are in terms of the full scale Mark I machine 

unless otherwise indicated., 

The following nomenclatuxoe will be followed throughout this report& 

1., The model with 7 1/2 drift tubes will be referred to as ( 7 1/2 M) 

and the later' design with 8 1/2 drift tubes as (8 1/2 M)o 

2o Drift tube will be abbreviated DT 9 and to designate the position 

of a particular one this will be followed by the number 9 e.,g .. 9 drift tube 

3.. DT~s will be numbered from the entrance end of' the cavity with 

the one=half DT mounted on the entrance end designated as DT=O., 

4., A DT=Oell=l will be defined as the volume included between two 

successive planes on the oenter=lines between drift tubes and bounded by the 

5., A DT=oell=2 will be defin~d as that volume included between planes 

through two successive drift tube longitudinal center-lines and bounded by 

the cavity wall (see'Fig., I=l)., 
·, 

6.. H=probe identif'i es a small (r << 1\) shielded loop at the end of 

a coaxial transmission line for sampling magnetic fields., 

7 .. E=probe identifie~ an open circuit transmission line with the inner 

conductor a small fraction of a wave=length longer than the outer conductoro 

These are u.sed to ~ample electric fields .. 

8o A quantity "Which is prop'ortional to the magnetic field B at any 

given point will be denoted F 8 and the absol.ute magnitude of the field will 
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be denoted by Bo 

9 0 All fields 9 ourrents 8 and voltages are given in terms of their 

maximum amplitudes unless otherwise specified0 (This means that calculations 

of power must be properly converted to r~moso valueso) 
) 

10 0 The cavity was at all times operating in the TM010 modeo 

' 
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II THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

No attempt 'Will be made here to delve into the theory of resonant oavi. ties 

and" f'urlher 9 many commonly used expressions (such as the one for depth of 

penetration of an rf current into a conductor) will be used without proof$ 
-- - - ~ 

There are two quanti ties of particular interest.t namely Q9 which relates

the energy stored to the power losal 9 and the shup.t impeda.nce 9 Zs~oo which re-

·1ates the power loss to the voltageo At resonance Z8 is a purely resistive 

element and will be treated as such throughout this sectiono 

The expressions for Q and Z8 can be transformed into a variety of forms . .!! 

each of particular usefulness in connection with a particular method of attac~ 

for the problem at hando The forms most useful for the methods of measurement 

described in the following sections will be developed$ 

We will define at the outset a few useful quantities:* 

~ ~ conductivity (mhos/meter} 

"" 50 8 x 107 mhos/meter (commercial copper) 
,•·' 

(tt-l) 

o = skiri depth or depth to which an rf current pane-

trates into a ·conductor before it is attenuated 

to 1/e of its value at the surfaceo (This is also 

the equivalent thi~Cknes~ of a conductor of con-

du.otivi ty a' if' uniform current density were 

meters (II-2) 

meters · (commercial copper) 

•,,·' 

• ~ treatment of the relations as used in this section is to be foUnd in 
"Fields and Waves in Modern Radio» ill by Ramo and Whinnery, Chapter 6 0 
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f' 

f' ""' fJrequency (cycles/seco) 

A "' wave=length (meters) 

and 1\ are related by the velocity of light a C& 

c "' 
\ 

f'/\ ... 3 x 108 meters/seco 

GJ "' 2nf9 the angular velocit~. (radians/seco) 

~ "' per-meability of the medium 

~ 4n x 10
7 

henrys/meter for free space (and 
copp.er) 

UCRL=ll73 

(II=4) 

(II~5) 

(II=6) 

(II=7) 

(II=8) 

All relations are determined in terms o& the peak values of fields 9 

voltages an9- currents.!) and. MKS units will be used throug;houto 

Ao Losses in a resonant cavity 

A familiar. form for the power loss 8 P
18 

in a resistance R is& 
1 

PL "" :2 I
2

R watts 

whereg I = Peak current (amperes) 

R = Resistance (ohms) 

(!!=9) 

We can expect the current to vary over different portions of the cavity (de-

pending on the mode of oscillation and the geometry of the cavity) 8 so we 

(II-10) 

where& I 8 "' Peak surface current per unit widtho (Amperes/meter) 

R8 "" Surf'ace resistivity (ohms/square) 

dS "' An elementary area on the boundary surface as defined 

Further, it can be shown t.hat the current density in the conducting surface is 

equal in magnitude to the tangential magnetic field at the surface0 Expressed 
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dA- _DIFFERENTIAL AREA .ON A PLANE THROUGH THE 
CENTER LINE. 

a-b·c·!l - DEFINES THE. PLANE. OF dA. _ 

ds - DIFFERENTIAL AREA ON A CONDUCTING BOUNDARY 
SURFACE (INCLUDING DRIFT TUBES WHICH ARE NOT 
SHOWN IN THIS SIMPLIFIED SKETCH.) 

dl - DIFFERENTIAL LENGTH ANYWHERE IN CAVITY 

OJ Ff N.l TIONS OF PLANES AND SURFACES 
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mathematically this iss 

"" In X Btl amperes/meter (II-11) 

Rg 0 the surface resistivity~ ce.n be deduced from a consideration of the doco 

(II=l2) 

c:r ""' Conductivity of the material (ohms/meter) 

t .., Len~th of the path (meters) _. 

A "" Cross~sectional area of the conductor transverse 

to the current flaw& (Meters2) 

Fol" a strip of unit width and skin depth" S ~ 

A "" 8 (metel"s) 

Then if we consider also a unit length of path., Rs 9 becomes& 

Substituting Eqo (II=2)g 

1 
(fo ohms/square 

"-" 2
0

61 X 10~'7 rr· ohms/square 

(in commercial copper) 

Combining Eqso (IT=lO), (II-11) 8 (II-14) & 

or., in terms of the induction field B "" Jr~;H 

(II=l3) 

(II-15) 
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or 8 

PL "" ~ f11Btl
2 

dS (II~l6) -
2J:k [S 

1.,43l:x: 109 11 [Btl 2 
dS .. 

fi i:S 

Bo Vol ta.ge considerations 

It is not convenient to measure the voltage, V, directly in a cavity, but 

by some fiimple transformations it can be obtained from field measurements 0 In 

generalg 

where& E ffi Electric field gradient., 

V ~ Total voltage 

This can be transformed by means o£ the Maxwell equa1;iong 

'VX E .., oB --ot 

where:: B .. magnetic induction field (webers/meter2) 

Integrate both side~ of this equation over a field areao We will denote a 

differential element of' this area by dA, (to avoid confusion ~ th an element 

of area on the bounding surfaoes 8 as shown in Fig., II=l)o Transform the left 

hand side by' means of Stokes theoremg 

jj<'Vx E) • dA • f E • d1 <rr-l9l 

(The line integral is taken around the boundary of the surface of integration.,) 

Then Eq., (II~l8) becomes& 

/[--
field 

od,A 
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We are dealing with steady state time harmonic fields of the general form 
·wt 

eJ fJ hence/} the partial derivative with time can be written as jwej wt 

(the ejwt is inferred in all the' field equations for our system)o Then 

Eqo (II~20) becomes~ 

jw ff B • dA 
field 

"" + /u {( B ., dA 
· }}field . 

It is convenient to adapt the limits of the above integrals to our best 

advantage~ This can be done by defining the field area in our system as being 

a plane surface bounded by t~e center line of the cavity and the outer walls 

as shown in Fig. II-1. This requires that IE • dL bO taken along the 

ce.nter~line and returning around the outer wall (path a~b~c=d~a) shown in 

The convenience of this choice of boundaries is evident when 

it is noted that: 

[ E o d£ ·{ E 0 dfL "" ia E o dl - 0 (II=22) 

This is due to the boundary condition that the tangE,lntial. component or E is 

equal to zero at a conducting boundaryo 

C0 Stored energy 

No attEIIlpt will be made here to derive the relations for the sto-red energy: 

in a cavityo ·rt is a constant for steady state conditions and is all in the 

magnetic fields at the instant they reach their peak vSiue and all in the 

electric fields at ti'te ins1;ant they reach their peak valueo Between. these 

two instants the stored energy is divided between the electric and magnetic 
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fields., The energy in terms of the electric fields is not of interest to 

us., The usual form for the energy storage in terms of' the magnetic field 

1 L- ~2" dy···· 
olume 

u ... 
H 2 

or in. terms of the magnetic inductionD Bg 

1 
(II-23) UH "" 2p. 

whe~e the integration is carried out over the entire volume of the cavit.y., 

D., Frequency devi~tion methods for obtaining E and H., {B=B runs) 

In addition to the direct field sampling methods utilizing the formulae 

detailed above there i~ a second independent means of determining the fields 

in. a cavity., Thh utilizes the fact that a closed metallic surface or a volume 

of dielectritl mate:dal inserted into the cavity will change the resonant fre= 

quenoy., It is beyond the scope of this paper to derive in full the relation= 

ships between the fields and frequency deviations., Suffice it to say that it 

{Jan be shown that the frequency derlation due to the insertion of a small 

~pheri~al volume of dielectric material is proportional to the volume and to 

the square of' the electric field at the point of insertion., Similarly it 

can be shown that the deviation due to a spherical volwne of metal is prci

poTtional to the volume displaced and the difference between the square of 

the: eleotdei field and one=half the square of the magnetic field at the point 

in question0 Expressed mathematicallyg 

/::lf 
metal 

0( :x: volume (II-33) 
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In practice the she of' the sphere used·mu~~ be smallg part~y in ordf3r 

to avoid errors due to nonuniform .field. distributions 9 and. partly for theo-

:&-etica.l reasons beyond the scope of' this paper & Frequency shifts are generally 

in the audio rangeo 

The following definitions and nomenclature will be used as a starting 

points 

6 f .. frequency shift produced by a B=B 

b.fMs 6 fD ""' frequency shifts produced by a metallic and a dielectric 

B=B reapectively 

(II-35) 

Substituting Eq~ (II=36) in (II=35) 

(II=37) 

Assuming a ca'Vity with axial symmetry (operating in 'lM(no mode} there will be 

zero magnetic field on the axis and Eqso (II=35} .and (II-36) become & 

E2 
6f'M{ ~ \ C2 

6rnt ... Kz ~~ . 

or9 dividing Eqo (II=38) by Eqo (II-39)g 

Substituting Eqo (II=40) into.:Eqs .. (II-3'7) and (II=36) and rearranging& 
•'· 

(II-38) 

(II=39) 

(II-40) 
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(II-41) 

(II-42) 

In order "to evaluate K1 choose some other point in the cavity where. B . .J 0 

to be used as a calibration point.. All mes.surements made at this point will 

be identified by the addition of a superscript prime., From Eq., (II-41) g 

We can Mw evaluate f E • dL of Section B a)>ove. In terms of actual 

measured values from Eqs., (II=42)j) (II-43)g 

(II--44) 

Then from Eq .. (II~21): 

CBU 

{2 

This completely describes the end=to-end voltage of the cavity in tenns of' 

the measured frequency deviations and the f'ielO. at a single normalizing 

point .. 

We can obtain an expression for the magnetic field B in a simila:r:; 

xruinner.. From Eqs., (II-41) and {II=43)g 

(II-47) 
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This expression completely describes the magnetic field B at any point in 

the cavity in tenus of' the frequency deviations and the field at a single 

normalizing pointe 

Eo Shun~ impedance 

-The relations setfozoth in the preceding sections are sufficient to ob-

tain an expression for the shunt impedance, Zse As a starting point we will 
., 

assume the general expression for the power loss pLg 

2 
vpeak 

(II-48) 
2R 

For a ca.Vity, R is the shunt impedance which is a pure resistance at resonance 

(this is the only case of interest to us) 6 Substituting and rearranging2 

z s 

A:ll of the members of the right hand si.de of this equation have been 

derived aboveo 

1. Using IE • d2- of Eq. (II:-17) !llld Eq. (II-16): 

z 
s 

CPE e di.,) 2 

) 2' (n X Bt ' dS 

or in tenus of the wave=length.~~ A g 

(II-49) 

(II-50) 

2o In terms of magneti~ fields only, using Eqse (II=l6) and (II-2l)g 
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-20~ 

z 
s J1 (n X B ) 2 dS 

(II=52) 

t:S t 

or 1 in terms or the wave=length: 

Wrield B o dA.) 
2 

(II~53) 

3. In ter.ms of B-B measurements for the voltage, using Eqs .. (II=l6) 

and (;I:I=45) g 

1 

To carry out this computation it is necessary that the magnetic 

field measurements be normalized to the same check point as the 

Bt 
B-B runs. Let the no:rrnalized .fields be BtN = -- .. Then 

BV 
Eq. (II-54) becomes~ 

' 4. Using B=B measurements only 1 using Eqs., (II-45) and (II-47) g 

(II-54) 

(!I=55) 

[ 
\Joc2 J 

zs ""' 2nf8 
(!I.-56) 

• dS 

or, in terms of the wave=lengthg 

-~- . ·. 
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(II ... 57) 

This gives us four different fo~s for-computing the shunt impedance 

using val'ious combinations of magnetic field measurements and B=B measure-. . 

ments f~r determining the voltage and power loss 4 In later sections the parti-

cular measurements for substitution into these equations Will be describedo 

Fo Determination of Q 

In addition to the shunt impedance we can compute the Q of the cavity 

in terms of the magnetic field measurements and the B~B runso One of the 

standard forms for the Q. of a. circuit is g 

wheres E
8 

"" Stored energy {joules) 

PL ..,. Average po.wer loss_ (watts) 

Substituting from Eqso (II-16) and (II-23)g 

JJJ;,olume B2 o dV 

Q --8 

or, in terms of the wave=lengthg 

Q. "" 

14olume B2 o dV 

JJ'l:S (n X Bt)
2 

o dS 

In terms of the B~B runs of Eqo (II-47)8 

(II=58) 

(II-59) 

(II-60) 
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. 5 
5 0 248 X 10 

(II=61) 

Go Absolute fields 9 currents, and voltage 

1 0 Fields 

All of the field distribution measurements were made on a purely 

relative basis, ioeo, the shape of the field was determined but the sampling 

probe did not give absolute values of the fieldo This rela.tive distribution 

is sufficient foX' detern.in:ing Z8 and Q of the model cavity but for purposes 

of scaling fields from the model to the full scale machine it was necessary 

to know the absolute value of.the fieldso 

The absolute value of the magnetic field was determined by means 

of the voltage induced in a loop 0 Given a !'oop of radius, r, immersed in a 

uniform magnetic field 8 Bo There will be a voltage VL induced which will 

appear across the output terminals as shown in Figo II-2o The relation 

b 

Field Calibration Loop 

Figo II=2 
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between the voltage induced and the field is given in Eqs .. (II-17) and 

V .., _f E o dl 
a·-b-c 

Where the surface integral is over the area of the loop.. Assuming the field 

to be uniform over the loop and that the plane of the loop is perpendicular 

to the magnetic field ve(ltorg 

v 
L 

... 

B' "" 

wh BV 

-VL 
WAL 

Ar. ,.,. Loop area (meters2) 

VL ~Loop voltage (peak) 

(II-63) 

(II-64) 

B v m Max .. magnetic field (webers/meter2) 

With certain special physical considerations which are related in detail 

in Section VI~D the right 'hand side of this equation can be determined 

and hence the magnetic field, B', at the position of the lo6p 0 

If we place the field sampling probe at the same point in the 

cavity as the loop and read its value 8 Fig we can compute the absolute value 

of the field, B(r,e,z), for any point inthe cavity'(provided of course that 

all the me6.surements were taken with the same pro be at the sa.me level of' ex-

citation) .. Let a superscript prime (Bv) indicate a value taken at the position 

of +.he loop: 

whereg 

= B • r- F(Fr:e,z) l 
B(r,e,z) , L . J 
B(r,Et.,z) 

F(r,O,z) 

~ absolute field at any general point 
(maxwells/mete:r2) . 

~ probe measurement at any general point 
(proportional to the absolute field) 

(II-65) 
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B 1 "' absolute f'ield ·at the loop position 
. (maxwells/meter2) 

Fu "" probe measurement at the loop position 

Define a normalized field valueg FNg 

In the measurements all readings were normalized in this manner so that the 

results would be independent of the level of operationo This also facili-

tated absolute field calculations as seen by substituting in Eqo (II-65) g 

(II-66) 

It is necesse.ry only to determine the absolute field at the loop position 

2o .Surface currents 

The relation between fields and currents has already been set 

forth in Eqo ( II-11) g 

Is 1$ n x Ht_ 

or, in ter.ms of magnitudes only& 

l1sl ""' IHtl "" 

Is 
Bt; 

X 107 
""' 4n 

IBt!~l 

amperes/meter (peak) 

where Bt is the tangential magnetic field at the conducting boundary0 

(II-67) 

Note 

that since all quanti ties are in terms of their peak values 11 if power is 

calculated from the currents a factor of one=half must be includedo 

~o Total end-to=end voltage 

From Eqo (II=-21) we can. compute the end~to=end voltage of the 

ca:d ty di:rectlyg 

V • -<..:> ff B" dA 

field 

volts (peak) (II-68) 
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The area of' integration is the same as described in Section II=Bo The 

integral can be evaluated from probe measurements which must be converted to 

_ absolute fields using Eq., (11=66) o 

H., Scaling factors 
. . . ( -

In predicting the operatj_on of the full scale machine it is necessary 

to know the proper factors by Which to multiply the information obtained from 
\ 

·che model., In general it can be postulated that electric fields 11 magnetic 

fields 0 and currents will all scale with the same factor~ SF" This c'tm be 

proved easily by tloting that if it were not so 0 r~l~tive electric and ~ag= 

netic fields in the two cavities would not be the same and th!s is obviously 

impossible., Also .from Eq., (II=6'7) the magnitude of the current is equal to 

·that; of' the ma.gnetie field and hence current and fiel-ds must have the same 

sealing factor., The voltage sealing factor will be different f:rom that of 

the field by the dimensional scaling factor,~~ Sn.~~ becal,lse V r«JE o dtand 

dt scales by Sn., 

1., Dimensional scaling factor 

The dimensional scaling factor is a design value and was chosen 

as one~tenth& 

So ~ 1/10 11 the dimensional scaling factor o (II-69) 

2., Voltage scaling faotor 

This is most easily deduced by comparing t~e end~to=end voltages 

of the two machineso Any other voltage will scale by this same factor be= 

cause V "" f E o d£. and the field scaling factor is a constant and the 

dimensional sca.lin.g factor is a constant so that a c'ombination of the two is 

a constanto Ma.thematicallyg 

s 
v "" (II-70) 
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where& Sy "" voltage scaling factor 

Vps "" 45.,18 x 106 volts "" full scale end~to-end voltage 

VM "" model end=to-end voltage 

The model voltage, VM' can be detennined by using 

other sections, From Eq., (II=21) 8 

Vy " - w ff B odS 

field 

some of the resu 1 ts of 

(II-71) 

_From Eq, (II ~66) we can determine B in. terms of the :measured fields" Com-

bining Eq., (II~66) with Eq .. (II=64) and substituting in Eq, (II-7lh-

whereg 2 ~ 1,613 x 10=4 meter (for the loop used) 

VL "-" monitor loop voltage 

f[FN " dS "' 1,163 (meters)2 (measured) 

then: 

Then the scaling factor, Sv• is~ 

45.,18 X 106 
~ ~ 

7.,185 X 103 X VL 

VL .., monitor loop pe8k voltage 

3, Fields and current scaling factor 

(II-72) 

(II-73) 

(I~-74) 

The most straightforward method for determining this factor, SF» 

is to compute the average gradient along the centerline of each machine and 

take their ratio& 
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whereg \r ""' length of the model 

·~ "" length of the full scale machine 

But ·this is simply 

SF ""' (Sv) (Sn) (II~'75) 

. whereg sv 
6.,288 X 103 

"" 
VL 

1 
SD ,., ....__ 

10 

Then 
(II=76) 

I., Frequency changes resulting f~om pe~turbation of the cavity boundaries 

In determining the frequency perlurbations (Part XII) due to changes in 

the size and position of the walls and DTVs 9 it was not possible to measure 

all the desired coefficients., However 6 Slater* tr;eats this l'roblem f:rom a 

theoretical standl>oint and arrives at resul t/3 whicl?- ·~re direotly applicable 

whereg w ... 
a 

G..) "" 

j dV.., 

t,V 

v.J 2 
a. 

: '/( . 

frequency of the cavity i,n ~ts unperturbed 
state 

frequency of the cavity after perturbing 
one of the boundaries 

(IT=7'7) 

integral over the change in volum.e 9 V 9 ef'fected 
by the perturbation of the boundary 

"' electric field d.is.tribution over the change in 
volume normalized to_/; Ea2 o avt,. 1 (Note& 

v 
this integral is over the entire cavity vo!umeo) 

Jo Co Slaterb ~Microwave Electronics 6 ~ Do Van Nostrand Company, Inco 6 

19500 
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"" magnetic field distribution over the chan~e in 
volume normalized to r Ha2 dV s 1 (integrated 

Jv -
over the entire cavity volum.eo) 

Rewriting Eqo (II~'77) and taking the square rootg 

r • t:,.' [1 +£ {Ha2- !1 .. 2) dYJ 
Assuming that F(E.~~H) (< 1 (a veey good. assumption for perturbations small 

compared to linear dimensions of the cavity) we can expand by the binomial 

theoremg 

(II~78) 

We can int~:rpret the right nand members of this expression as 6. fH and 6. rE.~~ 

the frequency deviations due to the magnetic and electric f,'i~lds respectively .. 
I 

Theng 

\ 

If both the electric and magnetic fields are known over the region of 

perturbation this is a straghtforward computationo For our case., only the 

magnetic distributions were known directly from measurements, but it was 

possible to obtain a reasonable approximation of the electric field perturba-

tion for the cases desired.. Actually only two such cases were used: 

Case 1., Region where E1/ << Ha
2 

., 

For this case Eq., (II=78) becomesg 



b...f'. ""' 6r 
H 

, __ 
2 

In. terms of' the normalization 

1 H2 0 dV .p 
'AV 

6.f 
... a .., ___ 

fv "" 2 2 dV H ., 
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factorg 

i B2. dV 
fa t:.V --
2 J: B2 0 dV 

The denominator is completely detenninable from the measure= 

ments for the stored ene.Jrgy (see Eq., {II=23) ) and the mnnerator 
. /. ·, - .. . ... 

ca.'"l be evalua.ted from the field plots in the region of the 

desired perturbation., 

Case 2., 6.f'E not neglig;ible 9 but measureable approximately as a fre~ 

quency dif'ferenceo (This is valid only in regions where 

E >> H) o For tb.i.s case 6. f'H for the entire region is deter= 

mined as in Case l and the mea~ured 6. f r-./ 6. fE can be sub= 

t:racted 

Act11ally the magnetic f'ields could be calculated for every point in the 

cavity from the measured field distribution.s and sone :reasoningo From the 

magnetic fields 0 the electric f'ields could be calculated and hence D.fE 

determinedo Rowever 9 such a process would be laborious and the accuracy re~ 

quired could be obtained by the method outlined above., 

J., Conducting :rod in a uniform field 

The drift tube stems perturb the fields locallyo It is possible to 

obtain the new magnetic field distl'ibutions due to the insertion of the 

stems analytically., 

Stratto:rl.* derives express:i ons for the field distributions ar'ound an 

Stratton"' Electromagnet>iCl Theocy0 McGraw-Hill 8 1941 1st ed.,D Po 261. 
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infinite rod inserted in a unifom magnetic field 'With the axis of the rod 

pe~endicular to the fieldo 

Hr 

where~ 

"" H 
0 

~l ~ permeability of the rod 

\1-2 ""' pemeabili ty of the medium 

a "" radius of the rod 

r 0 6 "" variables of position in cylindrical coordinates. 

It should be noted that ·theBe formulae are derived for the magnetostatie 

case .• but for a rod small compared to wave=length they .are applicable for time 

varying fieidso 

Assuming a perfectly conducting rocl 9 ioeoe 'r:r "". ~;J 9 no fields exist 

inside the !'Od and hence it behaves as if lrkl :z 0., (~~h will be a reason~ 

ably good approximation provi.ded £.V 0' is very large a i o eo a . the skin depth a 

For the special case of the fields at the surface of the rod 17 r "" ag 

H "" 0 } ll" (II=83) 

H "'' 2 HOI cos a ·e 

Then there is only a tangential field present at the surface as expected .. 

The currents; flowing in the rod can be calculated uSing Eqso (II=67) 
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B 7 r
3 

, - x 10 cos e 
2tr 

(IT~84) 

B = field without rod present., 

.. 
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III :MECHANICAL DESIGN 

The model ca.vi.ty was de~ig;ned to scale as nearly as was practical the 

full scale n~~hineo The notable exceptions were the manner in which the 

DT 1 s were supported.,!} the slots and holes required for making the various 

measuremen·(;s"' the design of "k;he bypass capacitors on the stems, and the con

struction of the caid. ty in tv.ro sections 1 126° upper and 2340 lower, for 

~apid disassemblyo 

The liner 0 e. 16 sided 9 tapered tank0 was made of l/16 in<> copper sheet 

throughout., In cross section.o it is an irregular 9 inscribed polygon sym

metrical about the X and Y axes (see Figs" III=1 0 III=2• E-1)., A 1 inch 

flange a!l"ound. ·the opening of each section provided a means for' clamping the 

tviro par·ts toget;hel'o · Cleco sheet metal clamps were .used for this purpose a 

The ends of the liner.!> designed flat 8 were provided with a ± 2' l/2 in., 

full scale ~oil canw motion for minor frequency adjustmentso This was ac

oomplished l;y attaching the ends solidly to the frame of' the cavity by means 

of push sm:-ews from the f'X'ame to a ring around the center holeo Brass angle 

iJrons :ran X'E--d.:i.ally out from "t;he ring to stiffen the copper sheet and to 

The cavity was f.:lrfrt constructed with 1 1/:Z 'DV ~ but was subsequently 

changed to 8 1/2 D'J.'V s for de13ig;n considerations., The 8 1/2 DT layout is 

given in Figo II I =3 o Since the cavity was handle a fn exactly, the same way 

for the 7 l/2 M and 8 l/2 M and inasmuch as the measur-~ents on the 8 i/2 M 

are the crnes which are of intel"est to us here~> only the latter will be con

sidered in detailo It should be mentioned9 howevel"~ that in converting 

from 7 1/2 M to 8 1/2 M the linel' which had the proper scale for 7 1/2 

d:~."'if't tubes became 2 1/2 inc too long full scale f'o:r 8 1/2 drift tubes 8 

though it soale'd in all othel" dimensionso This is discussed in Section XII 
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on Frequency and Perturbations" 

For locating stem positions' the cavity was placed on its sideo This 

allowed the stem positioning to be done in the same plane-in which the metal 

stems would be located in the final orientation (see Figso III-la, Irr-2') o 

The dri£t tubes were supported on l 3/4 ino diameter (model. dimo) luci te rods 

from a common horizontal stainless steel tube mounted above the liner 0 Brass 

movable stems (as shown in Fig, IX=4) were introduced into the cavity at right 

angles to the lucite rods through 2 in., (model dimo) slots provided for the 

purpose" A detailed account of the stem position determination is given in 

Section IXo 

After the stem positions were locatedD by=pass capacitors were installed 

on the movable stems" The voltage across the capacitor was measured as a func

tion of capaoi ty o Capaoi tor voltages were also measured with· the stem and 

d:r.ift tube translated along the axis of the cavity" , 

The next operation was to rotate the cavity to its correct orientation 

(Figo III=lb) and mount the DTas on metal ste~o In this case the stems were 

suspended from a horizontal bakelite r·od for ins-qlating purposeso 

~ben the metal stems were installed, scaled liner nozzles were installed 

for each stem position to more nearly approximate the full scale-linero The 

by~pass capacitors were mounted on top of the nozzles as shown in Figo III~4o 

The eros s section of the nozzles is given in Figo JII=5o A table of nozzle 

lengths is given in Tableiii=lo With this configuration, by-pass capacitor 

voltage was measured as a function of the axial perturbation of the DT posi

tion with the outer end of the stem constrainedo 

The DT~s were made of brasso Because of size 0 they were machined in 

sections and soft soldered togethero A 1/4 ino slot (model dimo) was cut 

lengthwise in all DT 9 s to facilitate field distribution measurementso During 
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Liner Nozzle Lengths (Full :Scaler 

Table III-1 

DT Number No~zle Length (In.,) 

1 35.,190 

2 36.,908 

3 39.,486 . 
' 

4 42.,923 I 
' 

'·' 

5 47.,244 
) .. 

6 52.,500 .,·, 

7 58.,739 

8 66.,010 

Liner Taper e 0.,04938 ft/ft 
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the conversion from 7 1/2 M to 8 1/2 M it was decided to silver plate the 

DTns and stems to give a better conductivity than that of brasso ~o_ great 

effo:rt was made to obtain absolutely smooth DT surfaces before plating be= 

cause it was thought that it was not warranted at that time., It was not 

until later that it was found that a considerably more accurate detennination 

of Z8 and Q could be obtained than had been desired or thought possible at 

the outset!) considering time and facilities available., The metal stem.s 9 also 

brassD were silver plated before they were soft soldered to the nTnso ThisD 

agedn!J was done because it was thought that initial requirements did not war= 

!"ant building up special equipment necessary foX' pl~ting the DT and stem as 

one unit., 

· When the prospect of refining the measurements arose 9 the condition of 

the DT surfaces became a primary consideration., It was thought that the 

losses in the DTus oaused by ~mall scratches in the surface and those caused 

by the soft solder joints at the base o!' the stems might contribute appreci

ably to the difference between the measured Q and that calculated from the 

field distributions., Also some work by Leslie J., Cook on silv:er plating 

(UCRL~l068) indicated that the x;f'};, conductivity of the silver on the DTVs 

and stem~ could be of the order of 50 percent of theoretical as a result of 

bad plating and buffingo Therefore it was decided to replate the DTVs with 

stems attached tog (a) improve the surface of the DTVs 11 (b) attempt to im~ 

prove the oonducrtinty of the silver.o and (c) cover the soft solder jointso 

The separate effects of the above are not knowna but by careful plating8 the 

measured Q. of the oavi ty wa~ b;foU:ght to within 2 ··probable errors of that ob ... 

tained from the field plots., Fig., III=6 shows the 1/10 scale model cavity 

wi. th the 2340 section removed to show the silver plated DTVs and stems., M 

account of the plating procedure if! given in Appendix A., 
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The liner was built to a :t 1/is in. (model dim.) tolerance.. The 

tolerances on the DT' s were t 0"002 in. on the lengths and :!: 0.005 in. 

(model dim.) on all .other external dimensions. The diameter o£ the stems 

also had a tolerance of ! 0.005 in .. (modal dim.). Both the lucite and the 

meta.i stems were attached. to thei DT'. s iri a jig whi~h gave' a tolerance on the 

length of the stems of ± O.Q05 in .. (model dim.) (see Fig. III-7). This proved 

useful in aligning the DT's as is discussed in the follo~ng section on Mechan

ical Adjustments. 

.. '·-"·.·,, 
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IV. MECHANICAL ADJUSTMENTS 

A., Ends 

Although the ends of the liner were provided with an "oil oan" motion 

for minor frequency adjustments~ it was not needed and.' the measurements were 

made with the ends fiat., The flatness gauge is shown in Figo IV""1o The 

tolerance or.i. the flatness was ~ 1/is ino (model dimo)., Adjusbnents were 

mad9 with push screws on the ring around the center hole., 

Bo Drift tubei.Sl 

lo Cathetometer 

By assembling the DT us and stems in a jig and suspending them 

f~om a common support as mentioned in the previous section9 DT positioning 

in the liner was confined to two adjustments" The first adjustment 11 and 

the most critical of the two 11 was the axial spacing of the DTY s with a cathe~ 

tometer.,. The second adjustment consisted of aligning the DT 9 ~ o!l a common 

axis by rotating the DT and stem about the support., For this adjustment · 

silk cross hairs were fastened to each end of the DT v s with Duco household 

cement., To make the axis of the DT's coin9ide with the axis qf the 'liner11 

the DT support was provided with horizontal and vert~cal adjustments on 

either end.., 

The DT allignment set up is shown in Fig" IV-2., Before the alignment 

could be made 11 the cavity had to be leveled., Cros.~ hairs were installed 

in the center of each end of the liner and the leveling was done with a 

dumpy level" Then the line of sight of the telescope on the cathetometer 

was adjusted perpendicular to the axis of the liner and at the proper height 

to pass through the 2 in., (model dimo) slot in the liner. to the DTVs., Be-

oause the DT~s could not be aligned with one cathetometer position11 a bench 
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mark was scribed in each side of' the liner such that a vertical plane passed 

through the two points would be perpendiculalf to the axis of the cavityo Thus
11 

·'With the liner a..11d cathetomeier leveledD setting up on the two bench marks in= 

sured that the motion of the cathetometer telescope would be parallel to the 

a:xi s of the cavity o 

DT alignment w~UlD then.9 a three man job~ one man on each optical instru-

ment and one man above the cavity to move the drift tubeso A transverse 

center line was scribed on the side of each DT nearest the cathetometero This 

center line was visible to the cathetometer through the 2 ino (model dimo) slot 

in the linero When the brass,movable stems were placed in the slot 0 it was 

necessary to raise ·!;he cathetometer and sight through holes placed in the liner 

above each stem posi tiono The posi ti.ons of the DT ~ s were set with respect to 
Benc;h Mark =#=2o Bench Mark 4/=1 was placed ,on the cavity to facilitate locating 

the position of DT #Oo 

The accuracy of the a:xi al alignment of the DT 9 s was determined by 

the :r.epea.tabili ty of the cathetometer rea.dings o A series of 10 readings be= 

tween two fixed points on the cavity by each of 5 people demonstrated that 

the readings could be repeated only to ! 0 0 3 mm (model dimo) o This was not 

due exclusively to reading erroro The effects of vibrations in the cavity 

and the building contri butedo 

' Looking again at Fi.go IV=2 0 the cathetometer was set up about 3 feet from 

Bench Mark /2 or about 9 feet from Ben©h Mark =fl=3o If a Oo3 mm (model dimo) 

error were made at both bench marks and if the errors were in the opposite 

direction~> the cathetometer would still be perpendicular to the axis of the 

ca. vi ty w:i thin EJn angle of 1 rninuteo Such an error· is insignificanto 

The tolerance on the tra.11svers.e alignment was set at :t 1/1.6 in" (model 
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dim.), though it was for the_ most part bettero For. the effect of alignment 

accuracy on frequency# see Section XI, Frequency and Perturbationso 

Since. DT posi tiona dia changeD especially while supported on lucfte 

stems, the alignment was checked before every critical measurement. In the 

case of the lucite stems the axial tolerance was relaxed to t 0 0 5 rom (model 

dim.) because of the cold. flow in the luc:i.te caused by the weight of the DT., 



Y OSCILLATORS 

~o Power requirements 

The electromagnetic fields to be measured in a cavity must be estab= 

lished by means of a high frequency oscillatoro The main requirements of 

suchan oscillator are (a) frequ<ency s~ability9 (b) amplitude or output 

stabil~ty.o and (c) sufficient pcrwe!' outputo 

It is the usual practice to obtain frequency stability when using a 

resonant cavity as the oscillator load by allowing the ~avity to act. as the 

frequency determining element of the oscillatoro This can be accomplished 

by tightly coupling the grid and plate circuits to the cavityo This type of 

oscillator is often referred to as a locked=in osc:illatoro 

Amplitude stability can be obtained by providing sui table 11cl~age reg-a= 

lation for the various power supplies that may be necessary to operate the 

oscillatoro 

The power requirements for field measurements are not large and it is 

therefore unnecessary to exercise extreme caution as far as efficiency9 

cooling.o and operating costs are concerned in. the <lesign of an oscillator for 

exciting model cavitieso 

The amount of po-«er necessary to make satisf'actory'measur.:'ements in a 
' ' ' . ' 

cavity can be determined. approximateiy in the follo~ng manner o The voltage 

VL ind:u.ced in a loop inserted in the cavity is given by Eqo (II=63) ~ 

.. 

B o dA (V=2) 
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=50~ 

As an approximation (good enough for our purposes) let 

Then 

and from Eq., (V=l) 

Br., "" magnetic field at the loop of Eqo (V=l) 

cavity area bounded by the liner walls 
and the center lineo 

V:r., ~field 

.At·· 

From Eqo (II.;49) the power loss c:a.n be writteng 

vc2 
PL :::::::;. ----

2Zs 

or 

This requires that an estimate be made of the shunt impedance.p Zso of the 

ca.vi ty., This is usually possible within a factor of. two., As a practical 

example consider the 8 1/2 DT model cavity., If we assume a pick~up loop of 

area O.,lp inc~ and that we can, work with induced vdltages in the loop of the 

order of. .. 9~e volt at the maximum field point we have 'the quantitiesg 

1 volt 

30 x: 10° o:l:uluffi · ·. ; 

0., 10 irLoh2 · 

2 a 000 inches 2 . · 
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1 

Conservat;ively0 one might say that e. 20 or 30 watt osoilla.tor would be 

satisfactory for this purpose when inefficiencies in the coupling system a.re 

taken into a~counto 

The ordinary cornmerc:b,l higb. frequency signal generator has a ·power 

output of the order of milliwa.ttso Also it will not operate as a locked=in. 

oscillator 1.:m a cavity without severe modifioationso Th:eref'ore"' the use of 

such signal generators could not be considered for this applicationo 

.A.ttentlon was d1rawn ·to the APT=4 airbourne :r.ada.r transmitter which was 

a fairly common commodity on the surplus marketo This transmi.tter is capable 

of supply.i.ng abo\:;at 100 -we.tts of power at frequencies of around 200 megacycles 

pew secondo The oscillator tube in the APT=4 is a spJJ.t anode magnetrono If 

the output of the twansru.tter is coupled into a <Oavi.ty- ru:1d the frequency ~ontrol 

adjusted until fields appear in the cavity.~~ the nature of t~he magnetl"on_ opera:'" 

tion is such that locked in oscillation3 occur 0 and the power level in the cav~ 

:i.ty Will remain essentially c:onstant 9 even though the frequency of the cavity 

is shif·ted slightly by inserting a paddle or distol"ting the walls o 

For operation at frequencies in the vicinity of 100 megacycles it was 

necessary to load the tuning line of the magnetron by adding a small capacitor 

close to fue base of ·the tubeo This loading capaci.tor must be rated for 1000 

voltf:l at 100 111~ 8 hav-e a capacity of 10 micwami.crofarads 0 and still be small 

enough so it does not upset the symmetry of the transmission lineo It was 

necessary to design a speClial air=spaced condenser for thiiBl purposeo 

A large number of satisfactory field-measurements were made on various 
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c.avi ties using the APT-4 transmitter$ howe~rer ~ there were se~reral factors 

which made its use somewhat difficult, Since the 1\PT=4 is designed for air~ 

bourne operation it is necessary to use a 400 cycle generator as. a power supplyo 

From a dependability standpoint~ trouble was experienced vrith the blower motor 

bearings; the water pump in the heat exchanger 0 the water flow inter.lock 9 and 

the case interlocks o From an operating standpoint 9 some difficulty was experi

enced with the output level changing during measurementso 

Co Cavity oscillator 

The limitations o.f the APT~4 transmi ti:er and an increase in scope of the 

field measurement program made it advisable to des;i. gn and build an oscillator 

for use in exciting the cavities o 

·A grounded grid oscillator using an Eim.ac 35=TG tri.ode was constructedo 

A schematic of this oscillator is sho11vn. in Fig" V=lo The resonant circuits 

associated with the plate and cathode eonsi.sted of variable air-spaced con= 

densers 0 and the inductances consisted of single loops which were inserted into 

t.he cavity through slotso Photographs of this oscillator are shown in Figo 

V-2u and V-2bo The oscillator could be operated with from 300 to 1500 volts 

on the plateo Typical operating cond,itions for .1000 volts on the plate are~ 

Plate voltage 1000 volts do Co 

Plate current 170 me. d.c. 

n.c .. power 170 watts 

Grid current 60 ma doCo 

Grid bias 150 volts doCet 

·The following quanti ties were ca.lculated from pyrometer measure:nents of plate 

temperature and are only approximateg 

R F power output (tube) 63 watts (calculated) 

Plate dissipation 110 watts (calc.) 
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Plate efficiency 

Plate •!lurrent flow angle 134° (calco) 

Peak plate current 

Average plate current 

Peak rf >roltage 

· Load impedanee 

Loaded tank circuit ~ 

Circulating tank circuit 
current 

R F" power dissipated 
1.n tank circuit 

700 rna (calc.) 

300 rna (calc o ) 

425 volts (calco) 

1420 ohms 

19 

5 0 7 amperes peak 

47 watts 

Power sapplied to cavity 16 watts 
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A remote grid keyer was built to turn of'f the oscillator while the zero 

adjustment of the measuring equipment was being doneo 1!, schematic of the grid-

keyer is shown in Figo V=3 0 It was found that appreciable 60 cycle amplitude 

modulation occurred in the output of the oscillator at low level when the fila-

ment of the 35=TG tube was operated from a filament transformerj) so a storage 

battery was used as a filament supplyo The plate supply was regulated by means 

of a. series reg1.lla.t,or" A diagram of the power supply is shown in Figo V-4. 

UCRL drawings applicable to the oscillator and power supplies are~ 

3W2052 Oscillator and part;s list 

3W2062 Oscillator blocking condenser 

3W2074 Oscillator chassis 

3W2084 Oscillator cover 

3W2293 Regulator for high voltage power supply 

Although the ov·erall efficiency of the osoillator was less than ten 
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percent, it was entirely satisN.ctory for the application :for which it we.s 

intended with respect to frequency and amplitude stability and power outputo 
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VI FIELD MEA.SURING EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES 

Ao H=probe~ 

~1e shunt impedance and Q of the 1/io scale model were determined f~om 

the distributi.on of the magnetic field in the cavity,. (see Sections II and .X:)• 
~ 

Therefore it was necessary that the magnetic field be mapped. A special H=probe 

consisting of a loop at the end of a transmission line was designed to accomp= 

lish the field s~plingo 

The transmission line and loop were made small to keep the perturbation 

of the fields to be measured as small as practica.lo How small the loop. could 

be made was determined by. the physical considerations involved in making the 

loop£) the sensitivity of the deteotors 9 and a reasonable power rating for the 

oscillator used to excite the fields in the cavityo With about 20 watts of 

rf po•ve;;r in the lflO scale model cavity0 readings could be made on severa:l 

commercially available detectors if the pick=up loop had an area of about Oo05 

square incho 

The transmission line was fo:Mll~~ ~:Y. drawing a length of shielded wire* 

through copper or stain~ess steel tubingo The smallest available tubinl'.: which 
. ·,:·· .. [ . . . ., 

proved to be rigid enough was 1/8 ino OoDo 9 with a 0 •. 020 ino wallo The loop 

was formed on the end of the line by bending the center conductor in a 1/4 ino 

diameter circle and soldering it to the outer conductor and the .end of the 

tubingo To shield the probe .from the electric field i:ri the cavity9 the loop 

was painted with dU:Pont air drying silver No., 4817 in a "balanced~ design which 

was developed by a trial and error procedure (see Figo- VI=l)o Figo VI~2 

illustrate~ the steps of probe constructiono 

Each probe ~s carefully checked before it was usedo Two conditions 

.$ Phonograph pickup=arm cable 9 Type 1470 9 Consolidated Wire Coo 
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had to be met before a probe was accepted., In a region of the ca.vi ty where 

the H field was zero and the E field large, the probe must give a. reading of 

no more than 00 5 percent of the reading at the point of maximum H fieldo Also 

in a region where the E field is changing rapidly with position, the probe had 

to give the same reading within 5 percent with the maximum ar~a exposed to the 

H-field that was obtained when the probe was rotated 180°. This second test 

is rei'erred to as the 0-'!T test and the ratio of the readings at the maxima the 

O~n ratio. Only about 50 percent of the probes made satisfied these two tests. 

The outer ends of the probes were f'i tted with a standard coaxial cable 

connector type Amphenol 8315P. A mnall bushing was placed on the l/8 ine O.,D. 

tubing to make a. rigid connection. 

B. E probe design 

Electric field probes were used to measure the E field· distribution of 

the cylindrical cavity (see Appendix D) as a. check on some of the detectors 

employed. Measurements were made adjacent to the skin of the cavity using a 

probe of copper tubing with a center conductor of polyethylene insulated wire 

protruding about i/4 in. from the end.. Satisfactory agreement with theoretical 

distribution was obtained., 

c.. Detectors 

1. Crystal detectors 

The first type of detector used in this investigation was a crystal com

bined with a bypass condenser of about 0.0001 microfarads as shown in Fig. VI-3. 

The geometry of the elements of the detector was not critical at the frequencies 

used. 

The signal from the detector was fed into a. Hewlett-Packard Vacuum Tube 

Volt Meter type 410A. To test the linearity of the crystals the H probes were 
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rotated ·in a goniometer and the deviation from the cosine law plotted. This 
\ 

gave corrections to be applied at all signal level~. 
' . 

Since the crystal detector was not mounted at the loop, consideration had 

to be given to the· proper length of probe for most satisfactory operation. If 

it is. assumed that the crystal rectifier will act as an infinite impedance, arter 

the bypass cpndenser reaches full charge.~~.it can be shown from transmission line 

equations that the voltage at the crystal will be: 

v , __ _ 
(VI-1) 

cosh a 

where Vi is the rf , voltage induced in the loop. 

The electrical length, ~~ of a unifor.m transmission line is: 

(VI-2) 

where: a attenuation in nepers/meter 

.£ = 1 ength in meters 

A = wave-length in meters 

Substituting (VI-2) in (VI=l) and expanding: 

cosh (a l) cos (15 t-) - j sinh (<m:f.) sin c~ t.) 
(VI-5) 

If the probe is cut to any odd quarter wave-length, the cosine ter.m becomes 

zero and the sine term becomes equal to 1. · The voltage in the crystal is 

them 

v "' sinh (a _L) 
(VI-4) 

If the attenuation of the coaxial line is sufficiently small, a is small 

enough that: ... 

' v (VI-5) 
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The relationship between Q and a f'or a resonant, low loss transmission line 

is to a goo.d approximation 
Tl 

a = 
Q.7\ (VI-6) 

Substituting 

v .. 4Q. vi 

nn (VI-7) 

Thus one would e:xpect to get a voltage increase of' about 128 percent of' Q.. 

Voltage increases of' about a factor of' 100 were observed indicating a Q. of 

around 80 0 

The length of' the probes was calculated roughly assuming a dielectric 

constant of about 2.3 using the expression: 

where 

300 
l= 4{2;3f 

l is in meters and f' in megacycles/sec. 

(VI-8) 

Since (VI-8) does not take into account stray capacities associated with the 

crystal and crystal holder the probes were usually cut to approximate length 

~and trimmed to a final resonant length with the assistance of' a Measurements 

Corp.· Model /59 grid dip oscillator. The trimming could be done by watching 

the grid dip meter or by observing the rectified voltage as it appeared on the 

vacuum tube voltmeter. 

The performance~of' the crystal detectors was reasonably consistent. How-

ever, certain errors did appear as a resuit of ch.anges in crystal charact-

eristics. The largest error was probably the one caused by the temperature 

change of' the crystal. A rough check indicated that this error was of' the 

order of' 1 percent per degree centigrade change when the signal on the volt-

meter was about 10 volts. Attempts were made to control the temperature of 

the crystal by applying regulated heat f'rom an external source. This did not 
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completely solve the problem because part of the_ heat Vihi.ch caused the tempera

ture variation came from the rf losses in the crystal. This variation could 

not be compensated for quickly with the regulated external heat. 

The field plots obtained using crystai detectors and a vacuum tube volt-

meter could be repeated to ± 2 percent. 

2. Diode detectors 

In attempting to find a more accurate and dependable detector than the 

crystal detector~ one ~e of diode detector was tried. A special fitting was 

devised to attach one of the standard H probes to the dicde on a Hewlett-Packard 

410A Vacuum Tube Voltmeter. !,photograph of the assembly is shown in Fig. IX-5. 

The probes were trimmed with a grid dip' oscillator as discussed in the sub

section on crystal detectors to take into account any stray capacities associ

ated with the diode and holder. 

The diode probe method was used for several weeks as a cavity level moni

tor and proved to be relatively free from temperature drifts When the volt-
- --

meter .was used on the 10 volt scale or higher. The instrumental accuracy of 

the diode probe proved to be between 2 and 3 percent. In spite of the fact 

diodes gave a slightly greater accuracy than the crystal detectors, they were 

not used because later methods proved to be even more convenient and dependable. 

3. Bolometers 

During the course of the cavity measuring program. attention was drawn 

to the Hewlett-Packard Microwave Power Meter type 430A. This instrument con-

tains a source of 10 kilocycle power, an automatically balancing resistance 

bridge. and a metering circuit. In operation, a bolometer element. such as 

a 1/100 a.m.pere Li ttlef'use11 acts as a resistance in one arm of the bridge. The 

bridge is initially balanced with 10 kilocycle power being dissipated in the 

Littlefuse. The amount of power dissipated depends on the scale setting of 
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the meter. When I(f. power from an external source is dissipated in the 

Littelfuse the resistance of the Littelfuse increases because of positive 

temperature coefficient of its element. This unbalance of the bridge auto

matically reduces the 10 kilocycle power and brings the bridge back into bal

ance. The amount by which the 10 kilocyc~e power is reduced:; which is equivalent 

to the rf power from the external' source, is read on the meter. Since the 

mass of the wire in the Littlef'use is small and the circuits in the Microwave 

Power Meter are fast, there is no appreciable lag in meter reading when the 

r£ field.is changed. 

The initial baiance of the instrument, which was done manually, had a 

narrow range of adjustment. Only 5 percent of the Littlefuses obtained com-

mercially fell within the resistance range required to balance the bridge. 

The Microwave Power Meter used did not come supplied with a holder for 

the bolometer element. One was designed which could be fastened directly to 

the H probe. The circuit for the bolometer probe is given in Fig. VI-5.* 

Care had to be taken not to load the 10 kilocycle signal excessively with 

the bypass condenser. A value of approximately 500 ~~was used. 

Since the characteristic impedance of the probe line is of the order 

of 50 ohms, and the Littlefuse acts as a 200 ohm termination, a quarter wave 

probe line will provide a voltage gain of: 

200 = 4 =-·-
50 

where: v = voltage at the Littlefuse 

vi = voltage induced in the loop 

ZL = impedance of the probe 

zo = characteristic impedance of the probe line 

* There is no .Fig. VI-4. 
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Since a voltage gain of 4 me.aris a power gain of 16, there is a definite ad

vantage in using a 1/4 oi: 3/4 wave length probe. The standing wave ratio of a 

50 ohm line terminated with 200 ohms is so low the probes could not be trimmed 

accurately by observing a dip on the grid dip oscillator. However, using the 

grid dip oscillator as a signal generator, the probe length can be trimmed by 

observing the frequency at which the reading on the microwave power meter is a 

maximum. 

The holder described above had. its disadvantages, however. Variation in 

power meter readings caused by temperature changes in the fuse, mechanical 

shock, and possibly change in the contact resistance in the fuse holder cause 

instrumentation errors. of around 5 percent.. For this reason, a special type 

of bolometer detector which was essentially free of all the disadvantages above 

was designed. It contained 4 Li ttlefuses arranged in such a way that the probe 

was terminated with 50 ohms and. the power meter cable terminated with approxi

mately 200 ohms. Type BAG fuse holders were substituted for the fuse clips 

previously used to hold the bolometer elements to insure better contact be

tween the fuse and holder. It was necessary to put a 50 ohm resistance in 

series with the 10 kilocycle power meter lead to bring the bridge to balance. 

The circuit is shown in Fig. VI-6. Photographs of two different quadruple 

fuse mounts are shown in Figs. VI-7a and VI-7b. 

Rather than mount the quadruple bolometer holder on the end of the probe 

it was placed in a· lead brlck enclosure to minimize temperature variations and 

mechanical shock. 

A goniometer check of the probe was made feeding the signal to the four 

elanent bolometer. Approximately the same corrections were necessar.y for the 

four element bolometer as were needed. with the single element bolo~eter. A 

typical correction curve is given in Fig. VI-8. T.he correction table used to 
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correct all bolometer data taken on the 8 1/2 M is shown in Table VI-1. 

At about the swme time the quadruple bolometer mount was developed# 

a more accurate system for monitoring the cavity level was developed (see 

the following .section on Absolute Field Measurements). This system enabled 

a reproducibility check to be made on the bolometer readings. Before and atter 

each series of field measurements, a reading was taken at an arbitrary check 

point. If the two values differed by more than 2 percent in power, the series 

of readings was discarded. Less than 10 percent of the data taken was discarded. 

D. Absolute fieid measurements 

It was necessary to determine the absolute magnitude of the fields in 

the 8 1/2 DT model cavity in o_rder that voltages observed on the drift tube 

stem bypass condensers could. be scaled up to the full scale machine. The con-

denser voltages are discussed in Section IX and the procedure for scaling the 

voltage is discussed in Section II. 

A·. small loop was inserted into the cavity on the A plane at the exit 

end at l95 in. radius (see Fig. X-3). This is a point of high magnetic field 

and was symmetrical with the point at which the probes were normalized_ i.e., 

at a point where FN = 1.0. The area of the loop was determined by measuring 

its area on a photograph wit~ a ];>lanimeter. 

A diode slide back voltmete!- >imilar to the type used to monitor the 

level of the Berkeley 32 Mev linear accelerator (described in UCRL-236) was 

used to measure the voltage induced in the loop. In operation, a negative 

d.c. voltage is applied to the plate of the diode and this voltage is increased 

(slid-back) until the d.c. conduction current in the diode is zero. The volt

age necessary to red.uce the current to zero is equal to the peak rf voltage 

induced in the loop plus a small additional voltage necessary to compensate 
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Seale L~nea~i ty Corrections 

For Bolometer #107 

(Note: Corrections not to absolute milliwatts) 

10 milliwatt scale 3 milliwatt scale 1 milliwatt scale 

(Do not use below (Do not use below (Do not use below 
0.5 mw) o.l mw) o.o2 mw) 

' 

For scale For .. scale For scale 
reading of Add reading of Add reading of Add' 

0.5 - 1.1 o.oo 0.1 - 0.3 o.oo 0.02 - o.o7 +0.08 

1.1 - 1.7 -0.05 0.3 - 0.5 ... o.o2 o.o7 - 0.17 +0.08 

1.7 - 2.35 -0.10 0.5 - 0.7 -0.04 o.11 - 0.27 +0.06 
c 

2,.35 - 4.5 -0.15 0.7 - 1,.15 -0.06 0.27 - 0.52 +0.05 

4.5 - 5.5 -0.10 1.15 - 1.52 -0.04 0.52 - 0.71 +0.06 

5.5 - 6.6 -0.05 1.52 - 1.9 -0.02 0.,71 - 0.90 ~+0 .. 07 

6.6 - 7.6 o.oo 1.9 - 2.27 ,, o.oo 0.91 ~ 1.0 +0.08 

7.6 - 8.7 +0.05 2.27 - 2.65 +0.02 

8.7 -10.0 +0.10 2. 6.5 - 3~0 +0.04 

Table VI-1 
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for the thermal energy of the electrons. This small additional voltage is the 

voltage necessary to reduce the d.c. current to zero when there is no r£ 

voltage induced in the loop, and is approximately one volt in magnitude. 

The area of the monitor loop was 0.250 square inches and, at the level 

' that the capacitor voltage measurements were made, about 4 rf volts were in-

duced in the loop. The voltage-current characteristic of the diode is asymp

totic to zero current, and this makes it difficult to define the zero current 

condition to better than about two-tenths of a volt. This limitation intro-

duced an uncertainty in field levels of ten to fifteen percent. 

To avoid the limitations inherent in a diode slide-back voltmeter at 

low levels, a special holder was built containing a 1N63 germanium crystal in 

place of the diode. The voltage-current characteristic of a germanium crystal 

has a finite slope at zero current, consequently the balance point of the slide-

back voltmeter is sharply'defined. The fact that a crystal is not a perfect 

rectifier makes the slide-back voltage necessary for balance slightly higher 

than the peak r£ .. , voltage; however, this error is small and corrections can 

be made by graphical methods from the characteristic curves if necessary o 

The block diagram of the crystal slide-back voltmeter is sho~ in Fig. 

VI-9. The slide-back voltage was measured on a standard 3 inch panel meter, 

and this voltage was also measured by a Leeds and Northrup type 7655 Potentia-

meter. ~e d.c. currenttl~ugh the crystal is balanced to zero on a zero 

center 10 microampere meter. It w~s convenient to insert 10,000 ohms in series 

with the lead to the crystal and read the voltage across this resistance 'With 

a type MV-17A Millivac voltmeter. The Millivac voltm9ter has scales from 1 

millivolt to 1000 volts full scale and is an ideal substitute for a more ex-

pensive and less versatile galvanometer in this application. In operation the 

Millivac is set on the 10 millivolt scale, and therefore reads the d.c. crystal 
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at l microampere full scale. It is then possible to adjust the slide-back 

voltage until the crystal current is less than 0.02 microamperes. A photo

graph of the slide-back: voltmeter and associated equipment is shown in Fig. 

VI-10. The crystal holder and loop are shown in Fig .. VI-lla and VI_;llb. 

The apparatus for measuring absolute fields was also ideal for monitoring 

the level of the cavity when making the field measurements described in the 

preceding section. The reasons why a crystal rectifier was successful in the 

slide-back voltmeter cij:-cui t, and yet was subject to errors when used to meas

ure the voltage induced in an H probe are: (a) there is lower voltage across 

the crystal, 4 to 5 volts instead of 10 to 20 volts, resulting in reduced 

rf .heating of the crystal; (b) the crystal was operated with the slide-back 

circuit nulled and therefore it presented a higher impedance to the · rf. and 

there was no power dissipated in the crystal due to the rectified current; and 

(c) there could be no change in crystal characteristics due to mechanical 

shocks since the crystal holder was mounted rigidly on the cavity. It is 

believed that field levels in the cavity could be reproduced to an accuracy 

of 1/10 percent with this system. 

E. B-B measurements 

The measurement of the various frequency deviations 1'1-S discussed in 

Section IT can be accomplished by comparing the frequency of the cavity oscil

lator and the frequency of a stable constant frequency oscillator. 

It was found that the TS-175/U Signal Corps Heterodyne Frequency meter 

was capable of supplying an ~f. signal which was sufficiently stable. The 

·signal from the xs·-175/U frequency meter was attenuated and fed into an APR-4 

radio receiver. A small amount of power can be coupled out of the cavity 

oscillator, and fed into the APR-4 receiver.. The output of the receiver will 

be a sine wave whose frequency is the dif.ference between the two r.f· frequencies. 
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This difference frequency was fed into the Hewlett-Packard type 500A. frequency 

meter# and relative frequency deviations as the BB is moved to various posi-

tions in the cavity are read directly on a meter. 

It was found possible to measure frequency deviations to an accuracy of 

about 50 cycles and total deViations up to 50#000 cycles by the above method. 

A block diagram of the Frequency Deviation equipment is shown in Fig. VI-12. 
·, 
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VII MEASUREMENT OF Q z 

In order to check the value of Q calculated from the field distributions 

(Section X), a direct measurement of the Q of the cavity was made. The method 

used was the following. The cavity was excited with a loosely coupled oscil-

later. The voltage level in the cavity was then measured vith a monitor which 

did not absorb an appreciable amount of power. Thus for a constant voltage at 

the oscillator~ the level in the cavity could be determined as a function of 

the frequency of the signal fed into the cavity. Actually, it is sufficient to 

determine the difference in frequency between the points on either side of the 

resonance curve where the level of the cavity is 0.707 of the value at the peak 

resonance. These points are sometimes referred to as the one half power points. 

The Q is defined as: 

Q -
Resonant Frequency 

(fl ~ f2) 

where f 1 and f
2 

are the frequencies at the one half power points. The quantity 

(f1 - t 2) is also sometimes called the bandwidth of the cavity. 

If results accurate to one or two percent are desired; the·problem is one 

of ~pstrumentation. The resonant frequency of the cavity was measured with suf

fici~nt· accuracy with a T/S 175 Signal Corps Frequency Meter. However, meas'uring 

'the bandwidth was more difficult. If the Q of the cavity is betweeJ;l 50,000 and 

' 100,000 and the resonant frequency is 100 megacycles per second, the bandwidth 

of the cavity will be between 1,000 and 2,000 cycles. Thus it would be neces.sary 

to measure the. bandwidth to .an accuracy of between 10 and 20 cycles per second. 

One way to obtain stability and fine control is to design and build a 

special crystal controlled oscillator. Since it is not usua~ly practical to 

use crystals cut to a frequency higher than 5 or 10 megacycles per second, it 
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would be necessary to incorporate frequency multipliers and power amplifiers 

to obtain sufficient output at the frequencies desired. Rather than do this, 

it was decided to use a system which included, in as far as possible, commer-

cial type units. 

It was found that the Hewlett-Packard VHF oscillator type 608A would oper-

ate with a drift of the order of 50 cycles per minute if the line voltage fed 

into it was .stabilized with a type lOCOS Sorenson regulator. The control of 

the frequency of this oscillator was not fine enough to use for a Q measurement. 

However, provision is made in this oscillator for modulation up to 1 megacycle 

per second. Thus, if the frequency of the VHF oscillator is modulated and' 

the cavity excited by the sideband, a fine adjustment of the exciting fre-

quency could be made by simply changing the frequency of the modulating oscil-

lator. !f the sideband frequency is sufficiently far from the fundamental fre

quency, there will be no appreciable field in the cavity from excitation by 

the fundamental. An approximate calculation can be made of how far away the 

. sideband ·should be. Terman* derives an expression for Q which, to a very good 

approXimation, can be written: 

where: 

Q = 
fres V (Vres>2- (V~f)2 

fres - -the resonant frequency of the cavity 

= the number of cycles that the oscillator is away 
from the resonant frequency 

= the voltage level in the cavity when the oscil
lator is on the resonant frequency 

the voltage level in the cavity when the oscil
lator is ~f cycles away from the resonant fre
quency of the cavity 

*F. E. Terman, Radio Engineers Handbooks, McGraw--Hill, 1943, p. 914, Eq. (13) 
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If a Q of SO,OOO is assumed, and the reso~nt frequency is 120 megacycles per 

second, the sideband distance necessary to reduce the fieldsfrom the :t'undamental· 

qy a factor of 100 is calculated as: · 

.· so,ooo -
V 12 - (lo-2)2 

·2 x 1o-2 

Solving for 6f: 

·g X lo4 X 2 X 10-2 75,000 cycles 

Therefore,.ey choosing .a modulating frequency higher than 100 kilocycles the 

fields in the cavity caused b,y the fundamental can be made essentially zero. 

The VHF oscillatorwas modulated with a Hevlett..;Packard 650 A test oscil-

lator. It was found quite stable and had sufficient output to modulate the VHF 

oscillator 100 percent. The size of the main tuning knob on the 650 A oscil-

lator vas increased to give a finer control. 

The cavity vas coupled to t}le VHF oscillator b,y means of a small loop 

similar to those mentioned in Section VI. Since the output impedance of the 

oscillator is 50 ohms, the length of the line was not critical. 

Because the first sideband will move the same n'~Jlnber of cycles that !-he 

modulating frequency is shifted, the difference between the frequencies at the 

half po~er points is merely the change in the modulating frequency. A second 

Hewlett-Packard 650A test oscillator was used as a constant reference frequency. 

Th:is oscillator was set at a 'frequency very close to that of the modulating oscil

lator. A mixer circuit was developed (b,y another group) which put out a sine 

wave of a frequency equal to the difference between the two 650A test oscil-

lators. This output was fed into a Hewlett-Packard 500 A Frequency Meter which 

in turn fed a signal into an Esterline Angus 1 ~ Recorder. This recorder, then 
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would show the frequency shift of the modulating oscillatoro 

The most important reason for showing the frequency shift, on a chart is 

to eliminate the drift in the system from the final resulto Although it helpe~ 

to run all the instruments from Sorenson 110 volt aoCo line voltage regulators, 

drift did result from instability of the oscillators and the shift in the reson

ant frequency of the cavity with change in temperatureo 

The nature of the drifts was such that for short periods of time they were, 

linearo The two half-power points were recorded alternately three successive 

timeso If the drifts were linear» straight lines could be drawn through the 

one half power pointso The separation of the two lines defined the bandwidth 

of the cavityo It was required that the lines be both straight and parallelo 

Any non-linearity or instability in any part of the system was evidenced on the 

. charto Sometimes insta~ilities in the oscillators could be eliminated by vary

ing the line voltage a small amount causing the VR tubes in the oscillators to 

operate on a slightly different characteristico The pen of the Esterline 

Angus Recorder was carefully balanced to reduce the drag of the paper to its 

lowest practical valueo ~ holding the frequency of the modulating oscillator 

at the one half power points for several seconds» the pen had sufficient time 

to stabilizeo 

The chart used had a range of 0 - 2~500 cycles per secondo Calibration 

was done in two stepso First a low frequency signal (600 cycles) was fed into 

the Hewlett-Packard Frequency Meter and the pen set on the proper mark b.Y the 

'zero adjusto Then a higher frequency signal (2»400 cycles) was fed in and the 

pen set on the proper mark with the calibrate knob on the frequency meter. A 

check of other frequencies on the chart showed errors· caused b,y non-linearity 

of the recording system to be less than 20 cycles per secondo 

It was desirable that the recorder chart be calibrated using a signal from 
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the mixer. To accomplish this, the input signal to the frequency meterwas 

placed on the vertical plates of an oscilloscope with 1,200 cycles per second 

on the horizontal plates. Lissajous figures were obtained for 600, 1,200, 1,800, 

and 2,400 cycles output from the mixer. To be .certain that the calibrating oscil-

lator was operating on exactly 1,200 cycles its output was placed on the horizon

tal plates of a second oscilloscope. On the verticalplates of this oscilloscope 

was placed the 600 cycle per second signal broadcast by radio station WVo The 

calibration oscillator was a Hewlett-Packard 200C; the radio receiver use~ was 

a National NC57. 

A very important factor in measuring Q precisely is the accurate deter-

mination of the level of the cavity at the one half power points with respect--

to the value at peak resonanceo A 1 in. diameter loop was constructed and 

mounted on a goniometer (see Fig. VII-l)o The signal picked up by the loop was 

fed into an AP~4 receiver. The signal was read by inserting a large 200 micro-

ampere signal strength meter in the receiver. If the loop follows the cosine 

law, the scale of the signal strength meter cah be calibrated by rotating the 

goniometer and observing the meter reading for the various angles. Measure-

ments of the signal reading as a function of the angle of the loop in the field 

indicated that the receiver signal monitoring circuit was linear within 1 per-

cent if a constant o£ about 2 percent was subtracted from all readings. This 

2 percent was, presumably, noise in the receiver. Although the cosine law of 

the loop was not verified independently, it would be unlikely that the errors 

in the cosine law of the loop would be canceled by errors in the signal strength 

moru toring circuit of the APR-4. 

In actual measurement of Q the cosine law of the loop is assttmed. With the 

) goniometer set on 45°, the frequency of the modulating oscillator ,was adjusted 
1:;o give a. maximum ~ignal strength on the- APR:--4• This __ ;readi~ on the me~er is 

noted~ The goniometer is then set on 90° and the frequency of the modulating 
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oscillator adjusted to give the same signal strength on the meter as was obtained 

at the ~;50 position.- 'Thi:!3 frequency is held loilg enough· to ·allow the pen on the 

recorder to stabilize. : Theftr·the frequency is adjusted to cause the signal strength to 

move up through a maximum· and back to the same setting preViously obtained. 

This procedure is repeated twice. The goniometer is then returned to 45° and 

the slgnal strength maximized to ·check the drift in the output level of' the 

oscillator. The resul~ is a series of pedestals on the chart which represent 

the fr.equencies at the one half power points. A photograph of one of the Q 
. . 

charts is given in Fig. VII-2. Fig. VII-3 shows a block diagram of' the Q meas-

uriilg equipment. A photograph of the instruments is given in Fig. VII-4. 

The value of Q measured for the 1/10 scale model cavity was 77,800 ± 2 

percent. This gives a Q for the full scale machine QM = 246,000 ± 2 per

cent. The me~sured Q1s are anaiyzed and compared with those_ calculated from 

the field·plots in Sectio:p XI. 
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VII I 7t DRIFT TUBE MODEL 

! 

The original design or the Mark I was for 7t drift tubes and the 1/10-

scale cavity "Wa§! constructed on this basis. The measurements program was by 

no means complete when the design was changed to 8l- drift tubes. TQ.e program 

was eontinuedwhile the redesign was being completed but the measurements were 
- -· . 

of a qualitative nature. No information was obtained which was not repeated 

on the ~ M in a much more complete manner. For this reason the 7t M measure-. 

ments will not be detailed here. 
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II DRIFT TUBE STEM INVESTIGATIONS ON .at DT MODEL 

One of the important investigations made in connection with the model was 

that of the drift tube stem position. D.c. bias voltages are required on the 

final machine on·some of the stems, hence they cannot be tied directly to'the 

liner skin but must be electrically isolated. (In the full scale machine only 

part of the DT's will be isolated, but the measurements on the model were made 

with all the stems isolated.) In order that large rf voltages do not build up 

on the stems so isolated, it is necessary to include a bypass capacitor at the 

outer extremity. The problem then arises of minimizing the rf current which 

must flow through the bypass capacity. This was done b,y a judicious choice of 

DT stem positions. 

A. Stem position determination 

In general, the position chosen must be both mechanically and electrically 

tolerable •. From the mechanical standpoint the best position for the stem is 

along the transverse center-line of the drift tube as shown in Fig. IX-la. 

This has the advantage of simplicity of manufacture and installation and the 

center of gravity of the system falls naturally along the transverse center

line. The latter is important where such a large mass as that of the combined 

DT and. focussing magnet is concentrated on the end of the slender DT stem. 

Electrically this position is not tolerable because of the large rf current that 

would flow through the b,ypass capacitors. 

From the abstract electrical standpoint the best position would be with 

the axis of the stem coincident with the surface of symmetry dividing the two 
' 

cells formed b,y a DT as shown in Fig. IX-lb. This surface is not a plane and 

does not cut the DT exactly at the transverse center-line because of the asym-

metry of adjacent cells. Experiment shows that these surfaces are approximately 
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conical in shape with a base angle of the order of a few degrees and with the 

apex toward the entrance endo Mechanically this position is awkward because 

(a) the handling of the drift tubes in their installation, which is at best a 

delicate proce~ure, would be considerably more difficultl' and (b) there is a 

bending moment . to be taken into account in calculating the forces and position-

ing the stemso 

An acceptable compromise was reached, after some investigation, in which 
,, 

the stem is placed perpendicular to the drift tube axis but displaced from the 

transverse center-line b.y a critical amount to minimize the rf currento (See 

Figo Ir-lco) This requires that the DT magnets be displaced enough to keep the 

center of mass along the stem center-lineo An account of the procedure for 

the investigation is given belowo 

The first question which arose in choosing . this stem position was that of 

stem losseso It seemed possible that if the stem was not on the surface of 

symmetry between half-cells that the differential E=field on opposite sides of 

the stem would cause greater losseso Such a field would result in a circum-

ferential current around the DT stem which in turn would induce a component 

of magnetic field longitudinally along the stemo The probe shown in Figo .II-2 

Wa.s designed to detect this longitudinal fieldo The plane of the loop was 

lined up perpendicular to the stem axis as nearly as poSsible and the trans-

mi~sion line was run through a hole-in the side of the stem and out of cavity 

where the signal was detected by a bolometero Quantitative data was not easily 

obtained because of the fact that the readings were barely detectable, but this 

was sufficient evidence that the losses due to'the circumferential currents 

were at least an order of magnitude below those due to the longitudinal currents. 

These tests were carried out on DT-5 at a distance of approximately 120 inches 

from the linero It has more recently been noted that the effect might be greater 

,.,_ 
I 
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near the DT where the E-field is greater but it is difficult to conceive of it 

reaching the magnitude of the longitudinal currento 

With the assurance that the losses.would not become excessive the remaining 

problem was to determine the exact offset from the transverse center=line for 

each DT stemo Due to the interaction between stems it was necessary to have all 

eight stems scaled» fitted with a detecting device» and positioned in the cavity 

simultaneouslyo A stem and detecting assembly is shown in Figo IX...;4o . The cou

~ box (e) was originally designed to house a bolometer detector element but 

was converted for use with the HoPo 410A voltmeter because the 1/100 ampere 

Littlefuse detecting elements were too easily burned outby chance movements 

of the stemso A sketch of the system is shown in Flgo IX=3ao An adaptor to 

allow the use of standard coaxial connecters and to contain the fields was de-

signed and is, shown in Fig~o IX~4d and IX~5o The coupling box is grounded to 

the liner by resting it on the slot. edg~» and the stem is entirely inside the 

cavityo This prevents fields from being propagated outside the cavity b,y the 

stemo The system is coaxial from the end of the stem to. the diode probep where 

the voltage between stem and liner wall appear~o 

The mechanical. positioning or the stems was first a~compllshed simply by 

resting the tip of the stem in the 2!=in,ch slot (t ino model) cut in the DT's. 

Later V~grooves were filed in the lower surface of the DT slot at ~inch (t in. 

model) intervals on each side of the transverse center=lineo 

The first step in the investigation was to place all eight of the stem 

assemblies in the cavity and align them on their respective DT transverse 

center-lineso As a first approximation seven of the stems were left in this 
-

position and the remai~ng stem was moved by 2o5=inch steps (t ino model) on 

the inner end and the outer end moved until the voltage minimum point was ob

servedo The position of the stem was then plotted for each 25-inch (t ino 
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model) incremento Such a graph is shown in Figo IX-6o The common center of 

rotation was fortuitous because it provided a direct evaluation of the desired 

stem position (ioeo, perpendicular to DT axis)o For the s~ple stem (#6) the 

predicted position was 3 3/4 inches (J/8 ino model) toward the exit end from 

the transverse center=line of the DTo It did not seem practical to use this 

process on DT-1, 29 and 3 because of the space limitationso The next step was 

to align each stem at its predicted position and then9 starting with #8, adjust 

the outer end for minimum voltage on its own metero (Because of interaction 

between cells the adjacent stem voltages would change radicallyo) This proved 

to be a converging processo When all eight of the stem voltages had been re= 

duced to a few tenths of a volt (model) on the HoPo 410A VTVM9 the positions of 

the outer ends of each stem were measured (the inner ends were not moved in 

· this process)o The inner end was then moved one~fourth of the way toward the 

new o~ter position and the outer end moved three-fourths of that distance toward 

the inner positiono For example, if the inner end was at + 2 (Oo2 i~o model)

inches and the final adjusted outer position was +3 inches (Oo3 ino model) 9 

the ne\rstem position woulabe with inner and outer ends at 2 i (Oo225 ino model) 

incheso This one-fourth ratio was deduced from Figo IX-6 in which the distance .. -... ' 

from the inner end of the stem to the center of rotation is roughly one=fourth 

- the length of the stemo Starting from these new positions the process of mini

mizing voltages individually was repeated and a new set of stem positions deter-

minedo This procedure was repeated until it was not necessary to ~ove the outer 

end of the stems to minimize the voltage after resetting their positions from 

the previous runo 

There were two doubtful points about these resultsg (a) how much was the 

20 inch slot adjacent to the stems affecting the results? (b) what effect would 

the liner nozzles have on the positions? In order to study these a set of·slot 
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closers were made which fitted around the coupling boxes and were taped to 

the linero In addition9 the liner nozzle for stem #6 was scaled and attached 

to the cavityo Figo IX=7 shows the liner with the slot closers and liner 

nozzle installedo Note that stem /11 and 116 are not in the cavityo Within the 

accuracy of measurement no change could be observed in the stem position with 

the slot closed or with the liner nozzleo 

There was st:tll a. lingering doubt as to the accuracy of the positions 

determinedo It had already been decided to check the stem b,ypass capacitor 

currents and this program was extended to include a more elaborate positioning 

system for the stems to further check the data already obtained., 

A set of offset spacers.were made as shown in Figo IX=Jbo Dimensions 

"A" and "B" were made so that with three sizes of spacer the stem could be 

offset from a given 2t=inch groove on the mT qy 0 9 5/89 lt9 1-7/89 or 2t inches. 

The pointer was a later addition to aid in determining the correct DT groove 

to insert the stemo It should be noted that all operations involving the posi-

tioning on the DT were tedious and delicate 9 partly because of the poor visi-

bility and partly\from the mechanical instability of the lucite stems (dis-
/ 

cussed in Part IV)~ which made frequent readjustments necessaryo Following 

the same procedure as above a new set of stem position measurements was made. 

Only slight differences were notedo Table I below itemizes the stem offsets 

considered as final for design purposeso These were considered accurate to 

± 5/8 incho 
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Stem Offsets 

Offset from DT Center-line 
(inches) 

;- 1 7/8 ±- 5/8 

·t 3 J/4 
~~--:. 

;:;t 4 3/8 

t- 5 5/8 

T 5 

+ 4 11/16 

+ 2 1/2 

~ 1'1/4 

UC~ll73 

Note: A (+) sign indicates an offset toward the exit end 

A (-) sign indicates ·an offset toward the entrance end 

Table IX=l 
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Bo B.ypass capacitors and currents 

The bypass capacitors were not exact scale models of the final fUll scale 

design since this was physically impossibleo As a reasonable approximation 

they were made coaxial with the stem and of a capacity compatible with the full 

scale designo Two different physical sizes were requiredo_ Because of the space 

limitations near the entrance end numbers 1 and 2 were smaller than those used 

on the balance of the stemso Figo IX-8 shows the components in each type and 

one of the large ones assembled on a stemo The base plate was fastened to the 

cavity b.Y means of spring finger strips above and below the slot running the 

full length of the cavityo A mockup of this assembly is shown in Figo IX-9o 

The top plate made contact to the stem through a sylphon which was a very tight 

fit over the stemo The clamping disc was then placed over the top plate and 

bolted to the lower plateo Several thicknesses of polystyrene spacers were 

made so that the capacity could be adjustedo The capacity was measured on a 

GR Type 650A ~pedance Bridgeo This bridge operates at 1000 cycles/seCog so it 

was first verified that the same results were obtained on it as on a Boonton 

Q=meter Type 160=A operating at the frequency of the modelo All the capacitors 

were adjusted to 5000 ppf (500 pff model~ Four slots were cut in the clamping 

plate to allow the insertion of a specially shaped probe adaptor for diode 

head on the VTVMo This probe could be inserted in place of the coaxial input 

to the adaptor boxeso Figo Il=lO shows detail of probe in position on capacitor. 

Figo II-11 shows an adaptor box with coax input and one with probe inputo B.Y 

measuring in.four places the uniformity of the plate spacing is roughly checked, 

ioeo, if the screws on one side are tighter than those on the other side the 

' capacity is not uniformly distributed and the current must be calculated from 

an average voltageo This is not a serious matter because the direction of ad-

justment for this measurement is always toward zero voltage and all points on 
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(e) spring finger clamp 
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the capacitor will reach zero at the same timeo 

For the measurements with the capacitors it was required that the stems 

be conducting over their entire lengtho This required that the coupling box 

be removed 9 because of the insulating ring.,../ · In its place an eight inch all 

metal stem extension was clampedo Figo IX-11 is a photograph of a stem with 

both types of terminationso 

The stems with capacitors were mounted on the cavity in the positions of 

Table IX~lo It was found necessary to align the DTVs with the stems in place 

and this required the modification of the cathetometer table so that a sight 

could be taken through a hole punched directly above the DT center-line as 

described in Part IVo As a further aid for accurate stem positioning a set 

of lucite plugs with accurately scribed centers were made to fit into the 

outer ends of the stem extensionso These allowed the position of the outer , . 

end of the stem to be accurately measured with the cathetometero 

The stem positions were checked under these new conditions and found to 

be essentially the same as those given in Table IX-lo 

One of the results to be obtained from the capacitor setup was the rf 

currents which could be expected to flow in themo Table IX=2 is a sample 

set of data taken on the capacitorso* These measurements were made with an 

accurately calibrated HoP. 410A VTVM with the probe adaptor of Figo IX-lleo 

.From this data9 and the impedance of the capacitersll the currents were cal

culated for the average voltage and the ma:rlmum voltage or·· each sterno 

As a final check on the accuracy.and reproducibility of the measurement~ 

the liner nozzles were scaled9 and when the system was converted to the metal 

stems these were installed with the coaxial bypass capacitors mounted on them 

* A design change increased the capacitance from 5000 tJ J-1f to 18000 1-' J1 f . after 
the measurements were startedo It was impractical to obtain that high a 
capacity (1800 !J pf on the model) .so results were scaledo · 
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Sample Set of Capacitor Voltages and Currents 

(Values are full scale for Mark I) 
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Current Quadrant voltages Voltage Voltage 
(For 5000 }Jf-'f) (For 5000 !Jpf) (For lSOOO pJJf) (18000 f'pf) 

oo 90° 

400 360 

22@! 60 

400 320 

320 1~00 

400 480 

420 340 

200 260 

380 380 

~ere 

vl8000 

Vsooo 

I 

1800 360° Avo Max .. 

280 380 360 400 

40 200 130 220 

460 460 410 460 

260 220 300 400 

380 280 380 480 

580 640 500 640 
' 

300 ~.40 250 300 

420 440 400 440 

1 

f' -· 12ol x 106 cycles. 

c = 18000 x lo-12 farads 

5000 

18000 

Table n-2 

Avo Max., Av., Max. 

100 111 137 152 

36 61 49 84 

114 128 156 175 

83 111 114 152 

106 13.3 145 182 

139 178 190 244 

70 83 96 114 

111 122 152 167 
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by means of spring finger in a manner similar to that used on the initial measure

ments a In no case did the voltages measured exceed 170 volts (scaled to 18000 ~pf) 

which corresponds to 233 ampereso 

A second investigation was concerned with the variation of voltage with capa-

cityo 'Theory predicts that the current will be constant for a given geometry 

regardless of the value of the b,ypass capacityo Figo ·rx-12 shows the experimental 

results· and also the theoretical curve~ plotted from the relationg 

K 
= 

c 

assuming the c = 5000 jJ/)f point to be correcto The two curves agree within 

the accuracy of measurement and the theoretical point for 18000 ~Vf is used 

hereafter for calculations involving the actual capacity to be used in the mach-

ineo Since all measurements were made at the 5000 ~~ point the scaling factor 

for converting capacitor voltages to the 18000 JltJ f base is g 

vl8ooo 
Scaling factor ·=--~~~ 

Vsooo 

Co Drift tube perturbations 

5 
18 

A logical adjunct to the measurements made above with the capacitors was 

the investigation of the effect on the bypass capacitor currents when a drift 

tube and stem were moved axiallyo This would be valuable information in the 

event that the conditions for acceleration of the ions were not met or could 

be improved by readjustment of the gapso 

This information was obtained by moving the DT system by small increments 

toward both the entrance and exit endso This increment was measured with the 

cathetometer and the capacitor and stem moved exactly the same increment to 

retain the relative geometry of the system; The voltages were then read on the 
( 

perturbed drift tube and the adjacent drift tubeso These increments were 
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plotted to obtain the slopes of the perturbation ~res which fortuitously 

turned out to be straight lineso 'Figo IX=l.3 shows two sets of data for DT /15 

plotted on the same coordinateso The two adjacent drift tubes were also plotted 

to indicate the trend of interactive effectso It ~as noted that the effect 

on the second drift tube away vas very smalL The important information ob

tained from these graphs is the average slopeo A horizontal displacement indi

cates that the drift tube was slightly out of position for that runo Note that 

if' the drift tube stem is in ita correct position the apex of the cone formed by the 

perturbation curves will fall at the zero perturbation pointo The two sets of 

data shown were taken on different da.ys 9 whi.ch indi,~ates a reasonable degree 

of reproducibilityo Table IX~JA tabulates the results obtained for other drift 

tubeso All were measured in the same manner as number 5 except number 1 which 

was extrapolated from the curve of Figo IX-149 which is a plot of the average 

slopes of the perturbation curves for all the drift tubeso Number 6 presents 

the only anomaly9 and since it represents the average of two sets of nearly 

identical data9 it is not obvious why it does not fall on the curveo 

A second set of drift tube perturbation data was taken after the metal 

stems were installed but the results logi~ally belong in this secti.ono The 

conditions of measurement are more completely outlined in later sections but 

roughly it was simply a measurement of the slope of a perturbation curve similar 

to the one detailed above 9 the only difference being that the drift tube stem 

was restrained at its out end so that in moving the drift tube the stem was 

forced to bendo This information was important in designing the focussing mag

nets as they have axial forces associated with them which cause this type of 

' motiono 

It was difficult to create these perturbations synthetically without 

,affecting the cavity in other wayso It was considered sufficient to move 
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Drift Tube Perturbations 

Ao Voltage across 18000 ~1-'f bypass capacitors for move
ment or both DT and stem axially along cavity. 

Drift Tube 
Number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

.5 

6 

7 

8 

Average Sl~pe of Perturbation Curve 

Volts/Inch Amperes/Inch 
(Peak) (Peak) 
) 

624 855 

480 658 

343 470 

244 334 

196 269 

* 297 (247)* 217 (180) 

166 227 

155 212 

* Value in parentheses is value from curve of Fig. IX-14. 

Bo Voltage across 18000 ypf bypass capacitor for movement or 
DT with outer end or stem restrained. (This is the con
dit!on existing for movement due to focussing magnet forces.) 

1 1670 2290 

2 1380 1890 

3 . ·, ·~ 
~130 155() 

"-· ·-· "' r-:.: 

-:. 

89o i22o 4 

5 681 930 

6 500 685 

7 417 570 

8 350 480 

Table IX-3 
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drift tubes~Jnumbers 1, 6, S by means of a small cord passed through the center 

hole and back around the outside. Capacitor voltages were measured for several 

different displacements. The curves again turned out to be straight lines. The 

remaining slopes were interpolated along a smooth curve joining these three 

points. Table II-3B tabulates the slopes of voltage and current for each drift 

tube. Fig. IX-14 shows a graph of the current slopes as a function of drift tube 

position. 

Note that if the present design figures are used (73 capacitors with rat

ings 250 p~, 20 kv, and 20 amperes at 12.1 megacycles) drift tubes number 1; 

2, and 3 cannot be allowed to move one-inch from this type of motion or the maxi-

mum current rating of r-J 1400 amperes will be exceeded. This 1400 amperes must 

include the algebraic sum ?f t~e initial current, the current due to the first 

type of perturbation discussed above, and the current due to this second type of 

perturbation. 
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X FIELD MEASUREMENTS ON THE 8t DRIFT TUBE MODEL 

It will be assumed that the reader is acquainted with the preceding sections 

of t~s paper because much of the detailed information pertaiping to this section 

is contained in them. 

The drift tubes and metal stems were silver plated and assembled with the 

proper offsets, and the liner nozzles were scaled.and mounted on the liner in the 

proper orientation, i •. e., in the center of the 126° sector. A new DT suspension 

system was designed. The DT assemblies were mounted with the coaxial h1Pass 

capacitors used in the previous measurements. 

The object of these measUrements was to obtain reasonably accurate values 

for the shunt impedanceg Q, the relative losses in the various portions of the 

cavity~ and the stored energy. Explicitly, the measurements required to deter

mine the above quantities areg (a) The tangential magnetic fields at all con

ducting surfaces to compute the power losses as expressed in Eq. (II-16). (b) 

The ( . B • dA over any plane wJ:rl.ch includes the axis of the cavity as one 
)field · 

boundary for computing the end to end voltage9 vc9 of the cavity as expressed 

in Eq. (II-21). This requires a magnetic field of the chosen plane. (c) The 

( J: B2 • dv) over the entire volume of the cavity to determine the stored .v 
enez:gy as expressed in Eq., (II-23). This infers a map of the magnetic field 

throughout the volume. 

Based on the experience gained on the 7i drift tube model it was consider

ed .sufficient to determine the longitudinal field variations of the cavity by 

mapping only the variations along the DT transverse center-lines and along the 

transverse center-lines between DT 1s. Smooth 

equal radius determine the variations with z. 

curves drawn through points of 

In a given plane, for J[ B 
~ 

the variations with r are determined by the previous measurement. 
field 

The volume 

integration requires that these be extended to include the variations with e. 

• dA, 

This is a more subtle variation which results from the irregular polygonal shape 

of the liner. 
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A. Procedures for measurement 

The following system was set up for taking the various measurements: 

(a) Two probe supports were built, one along the horizontal slot 90 degrees 

from the stems (called the A-plane) and the second 180 degrees from the stems 

(called the B-plane). Both of these planes are o~ importance because of the 90 

degree physical asymmetry ,.which lnduces ·a field asymmetry;. Fig$., x.-1 and X-2·. 

show the two probe support .niember.s with probes mounted on them.· (b) A special 

set of probes was built with flexible tips for measuring .th~.PT current dis

tributions. (c) A scaled stem was fitted with a special probe for measuring. 

the stem current distributi<?ns. (d) A system for regulati~, controlling and 

accurately measuring the cavity level was assembled. 

The probes used were the magnetic field sampling probes, described in de-

· tail in Sect:i.on VI, in conjunction with a bolometer detector. 

The data identification code (Fig. X-3) indicates the standard nomenclature 

adopted for identifying the various types of runs made. The data was recorded 

on special data sheets which included the essential information required for 

its interpretation and reduction., This information included: (a) probe number 

(in order to recheck data if necessary); (b) cavity excitation level as measured 

on the standard monitor loop (described in Section VIh (c) probe reading at 

the calibration point~ which was placed symmetrically with the standard volt

meter loop so that the fields were identical. (See Fig. I-3.) A reading at 

the cal~pration point was taken before and after each run to detect any errors 

due to cavity level shifting or probe changing during the run. A maximum dif-

ference of 3 percent was allowed in the two readings for acceptable data. The 

average of the two readings was used as a normalization value to reduce all 

data to the same relati;ve cavity leveL (d) A 0-1T ratio was measured for the 

' probe as an index of its reliability in the presence of electric fields as 
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detailed in Section VI. (e) The actual data was read on the bolometer bridge 

meter in terms of "milliwatts11 which were proportional to :J32, the square of 

the magnetic induction field at the position of the probe. 

B. Field mappfng ( ( B • dA) 
· )field 

There are two obvious planes for measuring the J B • dA. These are 
field 

the two planes of symmetry of th~ cavity which have been previously denoted in 

Fig. III~l by "A" and "B." ThE!· ·measurements on each plane are divided into 
' 

two categoriesa (a) runs along the transverse center-line oft~~ DT's denoted 

by "DT" and (b) runs along the center-lines between dri.ft tubes denoted by "0." 

It should be noted that the entrance end wall is denoted by R1 but is also the 

center-line of the hal~DT mounted on the entrance end and hence is also DT-0. 

Similarly the_ exit wall is denoted by R2 but it also .C-8 since it is between 
. . 

DT-8 and what would be DT=9 if the tank were extenfiied. 
. . I 

The following sequence of operations for a par-ticular set of measurements 
' 

is included in order to give a clear picture of the proce~dings. Fig. X-4 is a 
' 

diagram of th.e general setup and Fig. VI-:"10 is a photograph of the oscillator 

control cabinet and standardizing equipment. 

As preliminary measures the o~cillator was tuned, the. standardizing equip

ment balanced for the p:r:oper level of approximately 4 volts, and the data slieet 

heading filled out. Two persons were·requiredg (a) the recorder, who main-, 

tained the proper cavity level by aqjusting the oscillator plate voltage, zeroed 
~ ' 

and read the bolometer bridge, and recorded the data, and (b) the probe opera-

tor who controlled the movements of the probe and determined its position in 

the cavity. 
, 

Step 1. Probe. selection and test for Omlr ratio. 

The probe was inserted in th~ cavity at the 0-~ ratio.test point (see 

Section VI) indicated on Figs. X-3 andX-4. Ifthe ratio was 0.95<F0 /F"tl' < 1.05, 
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the probe was considered acceptable .. 

Step 2o Probe positioning .. 

The probe was mounted on the holder but not inserted in the cavity.. The 

audio b~at note between cavity frequency and the standard oscillator frequency 

was then adjusted to be about one kilocycle and a remote meter indicating rela-

' tive audio frequency placed in view of the operator. Noting the meter reading 

the probe wa~ inserted almost to the DT and pointed directly at the transverse 
'• . 

. center-line of\ the DT (assuming the run to be ~de is a DT run).. Retaining 
' i 

this inner position the probe was rotated about the ce!lter of the. mount and 

translated along the cavity until the original audio frequency was obtained .. 

Then the probe was slow~ withdrawn in a straight line and the deviation meter 

observed. If the meter showed a variation of more than 50 cycles (model) during 

the process the angular position was poorly set or the probe was not straight 

over its entire length .. * Usually about two or three adjustments were sufficient 

to provide a good position .. 

Step 3.. Probe insertion calibration .. 

. A dummy pro be was inserted until it touched the DT (with the rf off) and 

the length from the inside of the liner wall was measured accurately.. The 

first position of the good probe was then set to be t inch less than this as 

measured ·.to the center of the pickup loop.. The distance from the DT transverse 
C.. 

center-line at the liner wall to the posi t.ion where the probe cut the liner wall 

was then measured .. The ruler used for measnririg'the'probe insertion was set so 

. that the desired ;-readings fell on even inch, or fraction of inch, marks .. 

Step 4.. Level bubble set .. 

The probe was inserted at the calibration point of Figs .. :1-3 and X-4 and 

* Except· for a narrow region of probe resonance about 21 inches from the liner. 
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supported horizontal~ at the outer end. It was then carefully rotated about 

th~ probe stem axis until the maximum reading was obtained on the bolo.-4. The 

level bubble (Fig. X-1) ~as then clamped in a level position. This adjustment 

was checked several times. The purpose of this was to allow the operator to 

set the probe for maximum signal without seeing the bolometer. It should be 
I 

noted that in the B-plane where the probe is vertical this was not possible and 

the probe was then rotated slowly and the maximum value read b.1 the recorder. 

Step 5. While set at the calibration point a reading was taken and recorded. 

Step 6. The data. 
) 

The probe was again inserted in the cavity at the desired position and a 

set of. readings were taken starting with the innermost point. The number of 

points taken was varied with the variation of the field. In the region of a DT, 

readings were made every i inch and near the liner every inch. 

Step 7. The probe was again placed at the calibration point and a reading 

takel:l~- Differences between this reading and the one taken in Step 5 usually 

varied about 1 percent and if the variation was more than 3 percent the run was 

not accepted. 

Step 8. The data was reduced in a standard manner by: the following steps: 

(a) The probe position, originally taken in inches from the wall for convenience, 

was converted to inche,s of radius from the center-line. (b) Bolometer readings 

were corrected from the instrument calibration curve (detailed in Section VI). 
I 

These readings, which are proportional to the square of the magnetic induction 

field, B2, we call F2• (c) Corrected readings were ~ormalized b,y the ~alibration 

point reading, resulting in a dimensionless quantity which we call FN2• (d) The 

square root of this value, FN, is proportional to B and from Eq. (II-71) the 

absolute magnetic field, B == FN B1 , where B1 is the absolute. field at the 

position of the standard voltage loop. 
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The above procedure was modified slightly to take care of the special re

quirements of the various types of runs made. In the case of the ncn runs 

there were no critical measurement points near the DT so it was not necessary 

to carry out Step 3. For these runs the ~robe was aimed at the junction of the 

cavity center-line and the transverse center-line between DT's. In the case of 

the runs along R1 and R:2 which are metal boundaries 9 and hence force the field 

lines to confcrm to the boundar,y conditions, it was not necessary to laboriously 

align the probe along a line of constant frequency, as indicated in Step 2. It 

was sufficient to take the readings with the probe t inch from.the metal bound

aries. 

In mapping the B-plane the operator sat beneath the cavity as shown in 

Fig. X=2. Except for the level bubble which is inoperative in this position, 

measurements were made as for the A=plane. 

The graphs of FN vs. r for the DT's were all placed on one sheet in order 

to check their compatibility. From this plot it was clear that a few of the 

curves did not fit into the scheme of thingso These curves were readjusted to 

make the family of curves look reasonable. In no case was the readjustment of 

any curve more than 2 percento (This is less than the desired error of meas

urement.) The resulting curves for the A-plane are shown in Figs. X-5 and X-6; 

for the B-plane in Figs. X-7 and X=8. As a final check of consistency of the 

data near the DT 1s a plot was made. of the fields at the DT skin. This plot is 

shown in Fig. X=9 and includes data for both A- and B-planes. The results are 

remarkably consistent. The break in the curve is apparently due to change in . 

shape of the contour of the first three DT's. For the last five, the ends have 

the same contours and vary only in length. 

A similar set of plots for the "C" curves was made and treated in the same 

manner. Figs. X-10 and X-11 are for the A-plane and Figs. X-12 and X~l3 are for 
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the B-plane. 

From the above curves the ~0 dA was obtained by graphical integration. 

The integration areas for Cell #5 are shown in Fig. X-14o For any given radius 

the relative field, FNR' to be used along with the area associated with that 

radius is obtained by averaging the value of FN from the curves for DT-4, C-4, 

and DT-5 at that radius. This is not an exact evaluation, but since the vari-

ation is small over the length of the cell except very near the DT as evidenced 

~ the curves of Fig. X-15 (which are curves of FN vs. z at constant radius 

the error is very small. A value of FNR was obtained for each radius listed 

above the integration area charts. This value was multiplied by the ares with

in which it felL This area is (6r)([) where 6r·is found be:1eath the charts 

and l is the lenqth of the cell (8o75 inches model dim. for Cell #5). The 

product (FNR) ( Ar)(lJwas ihen summed over the entire plane. Each cell was treated 

in the same manner for both the A- and B-planeso The k J. B•dA for the 
field 

entire plane is then found by summing all the cell contributions for that plane. 

The results from the two planes should be identical agcording to theory. The 

itotal integral was calculated in three waysg plane A by the DT-cell-2 method 

(see Fig. I-1 for definition of DT-cell-1 and cell-2) and plane B by the DT

cell-2 method and also~ the DT~cell-1 method. Table:X;..;l compiles these 

results. 

Plane 

A 

B 

B 

Table X~l 

Results of Field Integration to Obtain 
3 ./ 

Method of di~iding areas 

DT-cell-2 

DT-cell-1 

Average 

Irield FN • dA 

JfieldFN o dA 

115.3 meter2 

Noteg See Figo I-1 for definition of DT-cell-1 and DT-cell-2. 
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Aside from the total integral 9 the individual cell integrals are also 

of some interest when plotted as a function of cell number. Table X-2 indicates 

the results in terms of the design end-to-end voltage of 45.i8 x 106 volts. The 

results tabulated are also plotted on Figo X-16. 

Table X-2 

Peak RF Voltage per Cell 

Cell Peak % 
Number Voltage Total 

per Cell per Cell 

1 1.059 X 106 2.34 

2 2.192 4o85 

3 3.332 ?o37 

4 4.468 9.89 

5 5.565 12.31 

6 6.?62 14.96 

7 7.931 17.55 

8 9.011 19.94 

9* 4.860 10.75 

L = 45ol80 99.96 

* #9 cell is the last ~;I-f gap and has therefore approximately one-'-
half the voltage as a full cell (but less because the next half-cell 
would have a greater vo;t.tage). 

The design of the machine ws made with the hope that the curve of Fig. 

X-16 would be a straight line and it was very gratifying _to know that it is 

very near to that. 
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Co Volume integration 

In addition to the above data taken in the A- and B-planes it was neces-

sary to take en~ugh data to obtain the angular distribution of field with radius. 

This is necessary because the outer conducting boundary is not a circular cylin-
' 

der but an irregular polygon (with the A- and B-planes of symmetry)o The corners 

of this polygon are points of zero magnetic field* and hence of zero current in 

the linero The field pert~bation due to these corners is a maximum at the con-

ducting boundary-and "washes 01.1tn as the center of the cavity is approachedo · In 

order to get a reasonably clear picture of the manner in which the field varied, 

data was taken radially at the 0 9 99 18, 27, 36~ 45 9 54, 63, and 90 degree 

.angles around the cavity and at the center-line of DT #5o Figo X-17 shows one-

quarter of the cavity with these angles indicated on ito They correspond to 

the corners of the polygon ~nd the center-lines of the sideso •These data were 

left in terms of F N 2 because' the integrals in which they are used are in t·erms 

of B2o They were normalized a second time to the value of FN2 in the B-plane 

at the same radius (call these values FNB2 )o This had several advantages, the 

chief one of which was the fact that curves when plotted as a function of radius 

for constant angle show very clearly when the distribution starts to deviate 

from the distribution of the B-planeo Such a set of curves is shown in Figso 

X-18 and X-19o 

In addition to this radial data, the distributions across the wide flat 

(at the 90 degree point) and the narrow flat (at the zero degree point) were 

taken one-half inch inside the cavityo A plot of these two curves, each norma-

lized to its own maxiinum value, is shown in Figo X-20Ao Figo X-20B shows varia-

tion of field with eo It was not possible to measure exactly in the corner be-

cause of the finite size of the probe and the erroneous readings due to images 

of the probe when it is closer than about one•half inch to the conducting 

* This can be shown mathematically through the use of a Schwarz transform but 
will not be treated rigorously hereo 
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CURVES OF FN2 vs RAD.IUS 

NORMALIZED TO 6 = 0 ° FOR POLYGON CORNERS. 

(SEE FIG. X-17 FOR DEFINITION OF B) 
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CURVES OF FN
2 vs RADIUS . 

NORMALIZED TO 9" 0° FOR POLYGON FLATS. 
(SEE FIG. X:. 17 FOR DEFINITION OF I) 
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Dimensions are for model 
(Multiply by 10 for full scale) 
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boundary. It was assumed that the field did go to zero in the corner and the 

curve was extrapolated smoothly to this point as ~hown by the dashed line. 

The actual volume integration will not be dealt with in detail, but it 

was carried out in roughly the following steps: 

1. On the basis of the curves of Figs. X-18 and X-19 the areas of inte

gration as shown by @ ~ @ ~ and © on Fig. X-17 were chosen. In region ® 

the fields are uniform withe and hence can be integrated in a straightforward 

manner using the distributions of the B-plane. Areas ® and © require 

special treatment. 

2. The integration was carried out by plotting curves of constant radius 

from the curves of constant e. This was done for the average radius of each 

small area of integration within @ and @ • The resulting curves were inte

grated graphically to obtain theaverage FN2 over the 45 degree sector. 

3. From this value an area integral was obtained by multiplying by the 

area of the individual sectors. 

4. As a convenience in extending to the volume these areas were normalized 

to the maximum radius at DT-5. This left the data in a completely normalized 

form, i.e., none of the dimensions or values of DT-5 were included. 

5. All DT areas were normalized in radius to the maximum radius at the DT 

center-line included in that area. 

2 Curves of the average FN plotted against normalized radius were 

drawn using the average across the DT-area obtained in a manner similar to that 

used in determining the ]B • dA above. 

7. To convert the results of step 3 into the volume integration it was 

necessary to multiply the individual areas by the square of the radius and the 

( average FN2 of the DT-area under consideration. This value when multiplied 

by length of the DT-area provided the volume integral of that area. The 
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complete volume integration is found by summing the individual DT-area inte-

grations. 

The results of this integration, in terms of FN2 are: 

(X-1) 

Do IDsses 

The losses in the machine were calculated from the magnetic fields at the 

conducting boundaries using Eq .. (II-16). There are a number of types of geo-

metries which m:ust be treated separately, e .. g .. , ends, side panels, drift tubes, 

and stems. Table X-3 tabulates the results for these various portions of the 

machine and the following paragraphs sketch briefly the-method for determining 

each. 

The end losses can be calculated from an intermediate step in the volume 

integration of the preceding section. Step 4 of that integration is ~~~ ds 

over a normalized plane parallel to the ends, where ~NB is FN2 normalized 

to the value on the B-plane. To remove the normalization it was necessary to 

multiply b,y the square of the radius and the value of FN2 on the B-plane at 

eacp. end separately. This yields JFN2 • ds for one-fourth the entrance·and 

exit ends respectively. 

The side panels are of twodifferent sizes, the wide panels perpendicular 

to the A-plane and the narrow· panels rilaking up the remainder of the liner .. The 

distribution across each of these panels is shown in Fig. X-20A .. 

The stem losses were calculated using the relation of Eq. (II-83) for the 

field distribution around the stem. Thi.s assumes that all of the losses are due 

to longitudinal currents arising from the insertion of the stem in the field, 

~ .. e., that no losses arise from the circumferential currents discussed in 
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Detail of Losses 

fF 2ods 
% Mega-

% Total watts 
me~ers2 losses losses Loss 

(a) Liner 

Entrance end 20.6 15.2 1.333 
c Exit end 16.2 llo9 1.044 

Side panels 63.2 46.8 4.104 

Total 871.7 100 73.9 6.481 

(b) Drift Tubes 

DT 1/0 2 .. 1 .. 3 .,026 
#1 4.3 .. 6 .053 
#2 5 .. 2 .8 .070 
113 5.5 .8 .070 
114 8.2 1.2 .105 
115 11.2 1.7 .149 
116 14.9 2.2 .193 
#7 20.0 3.0 .264 
/18 28.6 4.2 .368 

Total 174.5 100.0 14.8 1 .. 298 

(c) Drift Tube Stems 

Stem /11 11.8 1.3 .114 
/12 12.0 lo3 .114 
113 12.2 1.4 .123 
/14 12.5 1.4 .123 
115 12.5 1.4 .123 
#6 13.0 1.5 .131 
#7 13.0 1.5 .131 
liB 13.0 1.5 .131 

Total 133.3 100.0 11.3 .991 

Total losses 1179.5 100.0 8.770 

Table X•3 
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Dimensions are for model 
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Section IX. It also neglects the end effects due to the finite length of the 
! 

rod. These: ar~ ~~~~ther complicated in the actual case because of the ,drift tube 
w~..-~.l-.,, .. *, , , , 

on one e~d and the liner nozzle on the other end bu.t there is no reason to be-

lieve that the errors are excessive. A special probe was constructed to work in 
\._ 

conjunc
1
tion with a scaled stem to check the treoretical cosine field distribUtion. 

For this test the loop was coplanar with the axis of the stem and approximately 

120 inches inside the liner at the number 5 drift tube position. Fig. X-22 shows 

the loop mounted on the stem and Fig. X-23 shows a rough field plot of the cavity 

fields with the stem inserted. Measurements were made as a function of stem 

rotation at several radii and the data reduced to the skin of the stem. The 

results corroborated the theory well within the estimated experimental error. 

The loss for each stem was calculated separately using the proper length of stem 

and radial field distril:>Ution with no stem present as given in Figs. X-7 and X-S. 

For calculation purposes Eq. (II-S3) can be rewritten: 

Then: 

Where: 

a 

magnetic field distribUtion along stem axis with 
no stem. present from Figs. X-7and X-S. 

drift tube radius and liner raqius for the particular 
drift tube being calculated · 

radius of the stem = O.S75 in. (model dim.) 

Applying this equation to each stem ( in terms of FN2 inst~ad of B2) results in 

a relative loss for/each stem. These are tabUlated in Tabl~ II-3. 
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STEM FIELD DISTRIBUTION PROBE . 

FIG. X-22 
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SKETCH OF FIELD PERTURBATIONS NEAR STEM 

FIG. :X:-23 
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The drift tube losses were measured with special flexible tip probes as 

shown on Figs. X-24 and X-25. These were designed so that the surface field 

distributions could be measured without perturbing the fields. This was ac

complished by inserting the rigid probe stem into the center of the drift tube 

where it could be positioned on a frequency constant line. The flexible tip 

was then adjusted outside the cavity on a drawing of the drift tube section to 

the desired position and a reading taken. This process was repeated for one

inch intervals around the drift tube and the results plotted. The process was 

laborious and a number of the points did not fall on a reasonable curve. This 

became more and more true for the smaller drift tubes. However enough data were 

taken to show that for all the drift tubes the distribution was sinusoidal. 

Fig. X-26 shows the theoretical and measured results for-drift tube #8. The 

plot is in terms of the square of the field because this is the quantity meas

ured and also the way it appears i~ the integral. On this basis the losses for 

each drift tube were calculated using the cos2 6 distribution and the individual 

geometries. In order to place the drift tube losses on the same relative scale 

as other losses the maximum field at ~he longitudinal center of the drift tube 

was taken from the curves of Figs. z:...'5 and X-6. The results of the surface inte

gration for the drift tubes are tabulated in Table X-3. 
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DRIFT TUBE FIELD DISTRIBUTION PROBE SETT lNG 
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NOTE: Ordinates are proportional to H2. The 
current distribution would be a cosine curve. 
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XI RESULTS 

With the data of the preceding section and the design characteristics it 

is possible to calculate some of the operating characteristics from the formulae 

derived in Section II. 

A. Shunt impedance, Z8 

Eq. ¢I-53) can be written 

I 

ohms 

= l22~5 meters3/2 

116.3 meters2 (from Table X-1) 

- 1179.5 meters2 (from Table X-3) 

:rs 

Z
8 

- 116 x 106 ohms ~ 3 per~ent (~-1) 

B. Q 

From Eq~ (II-60), 

JJJ F~ dv 
volume 

JJ F~ ds 
I:S . 

. ,JX' = J24.67 = 4.967 

ffT( F 2dv - 3.03 x 1eJ meter3 (from Eq. (1 ... 1) ) 
!))volume N 
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~ FN2 ds : 1179.5 meters2 (from Table X-J) 

z:s . 

Q = 2o 71 x 105 t 3 percent (XI-2) 

This value must be compared to that measured directlY as described in 

Section VII. It is 

~ = 2o46 x 105 ± 2 percent 

The difference between the two values is 9 percent. 

It is convenient for the following analysis to work in terms of the results 

on the model. We will use primes on all model values to differentiate them from 

full scale values. 

Q ' = 85 Y 830 :t:. 3 percent 

~ ' · = 77 ~ 800 -±. 2 percent 

Difference = 9 percent 

Originally this difference was 17 percent but by means of the silver 
( 

plating (discussed is Section III and Appendix A) the improvement was effected. 

As a check on the location of these losses Q was determined by field plots and 

measurement for the unloaded cavity (i.e.~ no drift tubes or f3tems) as discussed 

in Appendix c, yielding~ 

QJ ) 96,100 .t. 3 percent \Unloaded 

Q 'M (unloaded) 88,000 t. 3 percent 

Difference = 8 percent 

This indicates that the discrepancy between measured Q and calculated Q is · 

almost entirely in the liner. 'This is not a serious matter provided the power 
.. " 

loss represented by this difference does not occur in a small area. The geometry' 

of the liner is such that a highly concentrated loss is very unlikely. Further, 
I 

it is conceivable that the construction of the model cavity, although done with 

great care, differs from the ideal conditions assumed in the calculation by this 
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amount. Several chec~s were made of obvious possibilities for differences: 

(a) The slots were covered with a copper strip to prevent fringing of the fields. 

(b) The liner nozzles were shorted out by placing a flat copper sheet flush with 

the liner on the inside making good contact to the stems. (c) The bypass capaci-

tors were shorted with copper straps. It is perhaps worth noting that the two 

values differ by less than two probable errors and would require some refinement 

of techniques to detect small improvements. In any case, after due consideration, 

it was decided not to pursue the investigation further. 

C. Absolute fields and currents 

In order to convert the field quanti ties$ FN , to absolu·t.e fields it is 

necessary to calculate the absolute value of the field B' at the position of 

the calibration point because this was the normalizing point. This can be done 

using Eq. (II-66) 

Integrating both sides 

lieldB • dA B' ff FN • dA 
field 

The left hand side can be determined from Eq. (II-21) 

Whereg 

B'= 

(( B • dA -

))field 

V
0 

= 45.18 x 106 volts (a design figure for the end-to-end 
voltage) 

W 21Tf - 2 If X 12.16 X 106 = 76.403 X 106 

!.1/N 
0.591 

116.3 

• dA 116.3 meter2 (from Table X-1) 

5.08 x 10-3 webers/meter2 (XI-3} 
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As indicated in Section II-H currents will sc~le in the same manner as fields. 

If we choose a field value, FN, from the curves of Section X at a conducting 

boundary the current is expressed by Eq. (II-67): 

Is 
B 1 FN 7 

X 10 
411 

B 1 = 5o08 x 10=3 webers/meter2 

I
5 

-- (4o04 x 103) FN peak amperes/meter <n-4) 

Do Stored energy 

From Eqo {II-23) 

TJ .1:_ {B ')2 ((( F 2 dv 
H 2p ))) . N 

volume 

p = 4'11' :X: 10-? 

B' 5o08 x 10-3 webers/mete~ 

fJJ(( F 2 dv - 3o03 x 103 meters3 
Uvolume N -

UH - 3.,11 x 104 joules ± 3 percent <n-s> 

E. Power loss 

From Eq. (II-16) 

lo431 X 109. 2 
p = (B ') 

L. .JT JJ 
~s 

fA = 4o967 

K. FN2 dv = 1179o5 

( B I )
2 = 25 0 806 X 106 

6 . 
- 8o77 x 10 watts ± 3 percent (XI-7) 
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A further useful relation is the power density at any point on the conducting 

surfaces. This can be obtained from Eq. (XI-4) and the power density relation. 

I 2 R 
Pn = , s s ohms/meter2 

2 

Is = 4.04 x 103 FN 

Rs 9.101 x 10=4 ohms/sqnare 

7420 F 2 watts/m2 
N 

The values of FN can be obtained from the curves of Section X. 

(XI-8) 
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XII ABSOLUTE FREQUENCY AND PERTURBATIONS 

An accurate determination of the frequency of oscillation of the cavity 

was essential for the optimum design of other components of the mcahine. The 

following paragraphs summarize the frequency measurements and calculations of 

the absolute frequency and its variation with physical perturbations of the 

cavity structure. All of the measurements were made with the cavity initially 

aligned to the design conditions as set forth in Sections II, III, and IV. 

A. 4bsolute frequency 

Measured with Signal Corps Frequency Meter TS-175/U, Serial #833. Drift 

tubes aligned to ~ 0.20 inch9 end walls flat to ± 5/8 inch, radius accurate 

to ~ 5/8 inch. 

The tollowing limits of error have been estimated for the actual manu

facture tolerances of the 1/10 scale model. These have been translated into 

frequency shifts of the full scale machine using the perturbation coeffic.ients 

set forth in the succeeding sectiohs of this report; 

Component 

Frequency meter accuracy 

Entrance end flatness 

Exit end flatness 

Cavity length 

Cavity radius 

Drift tube position 
( 8 tubes); axially 

tranversely 

Drift tube length 
(8 tubes) · 

Mechanical 
Accuracy 

5/8 inch 

5/8 inch 

5/8 inch 

5/8 inch 

0.2 inch/DT 
1.25 inches/DT 

0.05 inch/DT 

Frequency Variation 
Limits 

t. 0.01 Me/sec. 

i; 0.006 It 

±. 0.,005 II 

± 0.001 It 

± 0.,020 It 

± 0.002 It 

-t 0.001 It 

':l; 0.004 It 



Component 

Drift tube diameter 
(8 tubes) 

Temperature effect for 

Mechanical 
Accuracy 

Different for 
each DT 

UCRL-1173 

Frequency Variation 
Limits 

10° C variation :1:: 0.002 11 

Total spread ± 0.053 11 

R.M.S. of error ±. 0.023 11 

The experimentally determined frequency is 12.26 £ 0.023 11 

Note: The 1/10 scale cavity is 0.25 inch longer than design figures. 

Full scale this is 2.5 inches and this raises the 'measured frequency 

0.002 Me/sec.; which is outside the accuracy of measurement. 

B. Frequency perturbation coefficients 

This table is a summary of frequency changes to be expected with various 

perturbations of the full scale cavity~ The following sections indicate how 

the figuresbelow were determined. 

Item 

DT #1 moved 
along axis 

DT /18 moved 
along-axis 

Move drift tube 
off axis 

Change length of 
drift tube 

Change diameter of 
· drift tube: 

DT /10 
DT #1 
DT /12 
DT #3 
DT #4. 
DT #5 

Coefficient 

1.7 ~ 0.1 Kc/inch 

less than 0.15 Kc/inch 

10 :t 2 Kc/inch 

1.5 ± O.J Kc/ineh 
lo7 ± 0.03 II 

2.27 ±·o.5 " 
3.08 -b 0 0 6 II 

4.2o ± o.8- VI 

5o4 ¢ lol VI 

Direction to Decrease 
Resonant Frequency 

Move towards exit end 

Move towards exit end 

Move towards axis 

Increase length of drift tube 

Increase diameter of drift tube 



Item 

Change diameter of 
drift tubeg 

DT 1/6 
DT /17 
DT #8 

Entrance End Wall 
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Coefficient 

6.6 :t: 1~3 Kc/inch 
7. 7 * 1.5 " 
9.2 ± lo8 " 

Oil Can Tuning 9.3 : 0.5 Kc/inch 

Exit End Wall 
Oil Can Tuning 8.0 ± 0.5 Kc/inch 

Entrance End Wall 
Parallel Displace-
ment Along Axis 1.0 ± 1.0 Kc/inch 

Exit End Wall 
Parallel Displace-
ment Along Axis 1.3 i 1.0 Kc/inch 

Wide Panel 3.8 ± 0.4 Kc/inchO 

Narrow Panel 1.7 ± 0.2 Kc/inch~ 

Change Radius of-
Cav-ity 32 ± 4 Kc/inch 

Change Cavity 
Temperature 0.2 ± 0.01 Kc/OC 

c. Drift tube perturbations 

1. Drift tube displacement 

UCRL-1173 

Direction to Decrease 
Resonant Frequency 

Push in entrance end wall 

Push in exit end wall 

Decrease length of cavity 

Decreas~ length of cavity 

Move away from axis of cavity 

Move away from axis of cavity 

I:qcrease radius 

Increase temperature 

Frequency perturbations measurements were made by measuring the change in 

modulation frequency necessary to restore resonance when the cavity is excited 

with a sideband from a high frequency oscillator using the equipment set up for 

Q measurement (Section VII). 

(a) Axial displacement 

The drift tubes were displaced axially along the cavity with the stems 

restrained at their outer extremities. It was convenient to measure only 

drift tube #1 and #8 but these represent the limiting cases for size of 

tube and length of gap. 
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(1) Drift tube #1 

6f 

61 
(2) Drift tube #8 

6f - ..I... I . ------ 0.7 ~ 0.05 Kc inch 
61 

Displacing the drift tubes towards the exit end decreases the resonant 

frequency of the cavity. 

The above variations are small 9 as expected, because there is very 

little net change in total loading capacity due to a tube moved in such a 

~nner. The capacity is decreased in one gap but there is a nearly com-

pensating increase in the second gap affected. It is expected that approxi-

mately the same frequency shift would occur if the drift tubes were displaced 

by translating axially the entire drift tube and stem support. 

(b) Transverse displacement 

Displacing the drift tube off the axis shifts the resonant frequency 

of the cavity less than one-fifth the amount that the frequency is shifted 

when the drift tube is displaced the same.distance along the axis. 

2o Change in drift tube dimensions 

(a) Change in length 

A rough estimate of the perturbation due to a change in length of 

the drift· tube's was taken from some measurements on the high-13 

relating a variable g/1 with frequency, for constant d/D and ~ 

cells 

This 

could be obtained for only one drift tube (#6) and only approximately. 

(b) Change in diameter 

The frequency change as function of drift tube diameter was calculated 

approximately from the change in volume effected by a given change: 
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funloaded - floaded · 

8 
~ volume of drift tubes 
0 . 

floaded - 12.,26 me/sec. 

8 
l':volume 

0 

6 3.5 x 10 cu. in. 

UCRL-1173 

With this equation and the ~v calculated for each drift tube for 

a change of diameter of 1 inch, the t~ble of part B was calculated. 

D. End wall perturbations 

1. End wall diaphragm movement 

Provision -yras made to vary the resonant frequency of the . cavity by applying 

forces at the center of both the entrance and eXit end walls, sometimes called 

oil-can-tuning. Frequency changes effected by such tuning are as follows: 

(a) . En~rance end wall 

(b) 

~f 

~1 

EXit end wall 
.6f 

.61 

9.3 ~ 0.5 Kc/inch 

8.0.* 0.5 Kc/inch 

~rshing in either end wall decreases the resonant frequency. 

2. · End wall motion 

No provision was made for moving the complete end wall along the axis in 

the manner of a plunger; however, consideration is given to the frequency shirt 

that would occur in such· a case because manufacturing tolerance will allow the 

complete cavity to deviate slightly from the exact design le~h. 

The basic equations for the calculation of this perturbation are found in 
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Seotion II-I, Eqso (II-6.3) and (II-64)o This condition falls under Case 2 of 

that section. The magnetic effect, ~fH' can be calculated from the field 

distribution curves for either end and the electric effect·can be determined 

approximately from the measured diaphragm movement. Examination of the field 

distributions indicates that the electric field is concentrated at the center of 

the cavity and the magnetic field is small at the center of the cavity. This 

being the case the diaphragm movement perturbation is essentially one involving 

the electric field only (within the accuracy required, at least). Then the 

·perturbation, 6. f, is the difference between the calculated AfH, and the 

measured AfE for the same physical perturbation. The results for the entrance 

and exit end walls are g 

(a) Entrance end wall 

6. f :: lo 0 ± l.; 0 Kc/inch 
61 

(b) Exit 1 end wall 

Again, pushing in either end wall decreases the resonant frequency. 

Eo Outer cylinder perturbations 

These were calculated as indicated in Section II-I (Case 1). In this 

case the result is ~implified because the J. Ea2 · d·V << J. H 2 d'V and 

J 
2 . • ' D.V llV a 

Ha dV can be evaluated from the field plots. 
AV 

1. Wide flat panels 

If just one of the wide side panels were displaced normal to the cavity 

axis: 
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2. Narrow flat panels 

For a single narrow side panel displaced normal to the cavity axis: 

1.7 ± 0.2 Kc/inch 

Reducing distance from panel to axis increases frequency. 

If the results of "111 and -"2" are summed around the cavity for the 14 

small panels and the 2 large panels the perturbation for a change of the entire 

cavity radius is obtained. 
-~ ; ·~ .... ;.., 

6.f 
6.1 32 Kc/inch 

Reducing the radius increases frequency. 

(This can be roughly compared to a right circular cylinder without drift 

tubes of the same frequency~ Its radius will be 940 em. 

6.f 
6.1 

= 34·Kc/inch ) 

F.. Temperature coefficient of frequency 

lt is assumed that the frequency effect is due primarily to the change in 

dimensions of the cavity due to expansion of the copper. From Part B it is 

noted that the frequency perturbation due to a change in length is very much 

less than that due to a change in radius •. Neglecting the former: 

Increase !~temperature will decrease frequency. 
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APPENDIX A 

SILVER PLATING 

A silver plating program was conducted b,y this group during the measurements 

on the 8 t M for t:he reasons given in Section III. The procedures used were 

patterned after those used by Cook in obtaining high conductivity silver (UCRL-

1068). 

The surfaces of the DT's and stems were carefully prepared to give a smooth 

base upon which to plate. All scratches and pits were filled with 70-JO soft 

solder. Also a small filet (about 1/8 in. radius) was built up around the base 

of the stems to form a transition from the DT to the stem. The drift tubes and 

stems were then sanded smooth with a Speedmatic Sander model 1000 work to #600 

paper. 

The drift tubes and stems were cleaned with a detergent and C.P. alcohol. 

The commercial degreasing bath available could not be used because the heat 

caused the soft solder joints in the DT's to break due to differential expa?sion. 

The drift tubes and stems were plated with approximately 2 mils of copper. 

This was done to give a unifo~ surface over the entire drift tube and stem 

which could be easily silver plated. Although a cold copper sulphate bath was 

used, no difficulty was experienced in striking the copper over the soft solder 

joints. Both the copper strike and the copper plating were done in the same 

bath, which consisted of JJ oz/gal. copper sulphate and 10 oz/gal. sulfuric 

acid. 

The copper plated DT's were sanded with #600 paper and buffed to a high 

polish. All surfaces were examined carefully for defects which would affect 

the silver plate. If any doubt existed about the surface of any drift tube, 

it was replated. Those drift tubes which were considered satisfactory were 
I 

again cleaned with a detergent and C.P. grade alcohol in preparation for silver 
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plating. 

Unlike the copper plating, the silver strike and silver plating were done 

in separate baths. These baths were composed of: 

Strike bath 

Silver cyahide 

Potassium carbonate 

Potassium cyanide 

Plating bath 

Silver cyanid~ 

Potassium carbonate 

Potassium cyanide 

o9 oz/gal. 

2 oz/gal. 

10 oz/gal. 

4.8 oz/gal. 

6 qz/gal. 

8 oz/gal. 

Distilled water and C.P. gra.de chemicals were used for both baths. 

Because of the geometry of the drift tubes with stems attached, plating 

currents in terms of ampenB per square foot of surface to be plated have little 

meaning. Therefore, the currents used were determined empirically. No doubt 

there was some variation in the thickness of the plating. However, by plating 

1-t mils at the base of the stem where the current density was as low as at any 

I point on the tube or stem, the minimum silver thickness was of the order of 6 

skin depth at 120 megacycles/seco 
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APPENDIX B 

HALF-WAVE RESONATOR 

UCRL-1173 

In order to measure the conductivity resulting from several silver 

plating processes, a half-wave coaxial transmission line resonator was con

structed. 

The outer conductor was a copper tube six feet long with an inside diamete~ 

of six inches. Metal rods one inch in diameter and four feet long could be 

inserted to act as the center conductor. The extra foot in length of the outer 

conductor prevented radiation from the two open circuit ends of the trans

mission line. 

For equal conductivity, the ratio of losses in the inner and outer con

ductor are inversely proportional to their radii. Thus when the transmission 

line is resonated, about six times as much pow,er is dissipated in the inner 

-conductor as in the outer conductor. B,y measuring Q when various rods are 

used as the inner conductor it is possible to determine relative conductivity 

of different rods and to calculate the actual conductivity of the various con

ductors that are inserted. 

Relative d.c. conductivities can be determined to an accuracy of about 

2 percent qy means of the Q-measuring equipment mentioned in Section VII, and 

absolute conductivity can be calculated with an accuracy of about 6 percent. 
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APPENDIX C 

Q OF THE UNLOADED CAVITY 

The first experimental measurements of the Q of the model cavity gave a 

result which was approximately 15 percent lower than the value calculated from 

the magnetic field distributionso In order to separate the liner and drift 

tube effects a set of measurements was made on the unloaded cavity,; i.e., with 

the stems and drift tubes removed. The measured Q was determined b.1 the band

width method exactly as for the loaded cavity. The frequency was 138.2 mega

cycles/sec. It was not possible to make a complete field plot of the. caVity 

because the taper of cavity with no drift tubes present causes the field lines 

to curve near the liner in order to satisfy the boundary conditions. This makes 

it impossible to insert probes along frequency constant lines as was done in 

the loaded cavity. It was believed that the radial field distributions were 

independent of z which would allow the use of the radial field distributions 

at the ends b.Y normalizing to the fields as measured along the side for planes 

in between. This was checked by making several radial B-B runs at different 

values of z. Our belief was corroborated as all the distributions taken had 

the same shape. Figs. C-1 and C-2 show the field distributions at the liner 

walls. Fig. C-3 shows a comparison of the radial distributions on the A- and 

B-planes with J1 (2.405x), which is the theoretical radial distribution for a 

right circular cylinder. The integration was carried out in the same manner as 

for the loaded cavity. The results obtained were: 

~easured 

Qintegration of fields 

88,000 ~ 3 percent 

96;000 * 3 percent 

These results indicate that about 8 percent of the discrepancy in the Q 

of the loaded cavity as obtained by the two methods was due to the liner and the 
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remainder was due to the drift tubes and stems. These differences are prob

ably due to losses in poor solder joints or other imperfections in the manu

facture of the liner. It should be noted that the two values listed above 

are less thB.n one probable error apart. 
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CYLINDRICAL CAVITY 

The first electric and magnetic field measurements were made on a cylind-

rical cavity in order that the measuring equipment and techniques could be tested. 

When a cylindrical cavity is excited in the TM010 mode, the electric and mag

netic field distributions are bessel curves of the form J0 (Kcr) and Jl(Kcr) 

respectively. This not only gives an excellent overall check of the measurement, 

but enables one to learn the effect that slots and holes in the cavity wall have 
. 

on the measurements taken in the proximity of these slots and holes. This is 

important in determining the skin losses in the cavity walls inasmuch as these 

measurements should be taken as close to the wall as is practical. 

One must be careful to differentiate between incorrect readings caused 

b,y faulty measuring equipment and those resulting from incorrect insertion of 

the probe. The frequency and level of the cavity should be monitored at all 

times to aid in locating equipotential lines. One of the advantages of the 

cylindrical cavity is that the equipotential lines are radial. 

The cavity used was constructed as shown in Fig. D-1. The two halves of 

the cylinder were spaced t inch apart, giving a slot completely around the 

cavity. Thus the cavity was not a perfect cylinder. Also the two halves did 

not match b,y 1/B inch. Neither of these facts affected the resonance of the 

cavity as long as shorting strips were placed less than 1/B wave-length apart 

around the slot. 

Fig. D-2 shows the effect of measuring near an open slot, a "filled 11 slot, 

and a wall without slots. The measurements were taken at a constant radius which 

for the TM01o mode means at constant field. The probe was inserted into the 

cavity far enough not to feel the effect of the slot through which it entered. 
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As the probe approached the 1/2 in. slot, the field fell from 100 percent at 

a point 2 in. from the slot to 95.8 percent at a point 1/2 in. from the slot. 

The slot was then "filled" by placing a piece of 1/2 in. bar stock between the 

flanges and flush with the inside wall. It was found that the field dropped 

from 100 percent 1 in. away from the bar to 98.6 percent 1/2 in. away. This 

was probably caused by the fact.that the slot "filler" was not perfect. A 

measurement was then taken from a longitudinal slot in the top of the cavity 

so that the probe could approach the end wall at a place where there was no 

slot. In this case, the field remained constant until the probe came within 

about 1/8 in. from the wall where the signal rose to about 107 percent, due to , 

image effect. 

Fig. D-.3 shows the agreement obtained between the theoretical and measured 

E and H fields distributions taking into account the slot effect. 
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APPENDIX E 

PUMP-OUT SLOTS IN THE MODEL CAVITY 

Toward the em of the measurement program on the 1/10 scale model, a 

second 234° section of the liner was built to include pump-out slots in the 

bottom and exit end (Figs. E-1 and E-2)o The purpose was to find· out if any 

large power loss would occur as a result of energy from the rf fields radiating 

through the slots. To reduce the radiation, copper skirts were soldered around 

the slots.· 

The measured Q of _the cavity with the slotted liner was about 7 percent 

less than that measured for the cavity with the solid liner. However, when all 

of the slots were covered with copper sheet no change in Q was observed, indi-

eating that the loss was not due to radiation through the slotso 

The 7 percent difference in- Q was greater than would be expected from 

losses resulting from current bunching around the slots alone. Part of the 

loss may have been due to poor rf joints at the skirts or elsewhere in the 

slotted section. However, since the effect of bunching at the slots can be 

calculated with reasonable accuracy, no effort was made to investigate furthe~ 

the losses in the liner. 

Information Division 
scb/3-20-51 
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